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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
The polls will open from 11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Richmond, in the County
of Cheshire in said state, qualified to vote in Town Affairs;
You are hearby notified to meet at the Veterans Memorial
Hall in said Richmond on Tuesday the 12th of March, next at
11:00 A.M. of the clock in the morning to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To vote by ballet to accept the 1996 revisions to the
Richmond Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Richmond Planning





1. Amend ARTICLE 1 PURPOSE AND TITLE to read as follows:
101 The purpose of this ordinance, hereby adopted by the Town
of Richmond, NH, is to promote the health, safety, and welfare
of the inhabitants pursuant to the authority conferred by
RSA 674:170. It is designed to:
a) Lessen congestion in the streets.
b) Secure safety from fires, panic and other dangers.
c) Promote health and general welfare.
d) Provide adequate light and air.
e) Prevent overcrowding of land.
f) Avoid undue concentration of population.
g) Facilitate the adequate provision of transportation, solid
waste facilities, water, sewage, schools, parks, and child day
care.
h)Assure proper use of natural resources and other public
requirements.
No Current 101.1
101.1 This ordinance has been made with consideration of the
character of the Town of Richmond and its suitability for
particular uses as well as conserving the value of buildings
and encouraging the most appropriate use of land throughout the
town.
Amend ARTICLE 2 ESTABLISHMENT OF DISTRICTS 201.1 B. LAKESIDE
DISTRICT (ARTICLE 5) to read as follows:
202.1 B. All the area within five hundred twenty five (525)
feet, as measured by horizontal distance, from the reference
line of Cass Pond and Sandy Pond or any other natural or
artificially impounded water body that exceeds ten acres in
area
.
Amend ARTICLE 3 GENERAL PROVISIONS to read as follows:
303 No junkyard or place for the storage of discarded
machinery, vehicles, scrap material, or other junk, including
major and/or minor appliances, shall be maintained in any
district
.
309 No structure shall exceed two and one-half (2 W\ stories
in height or thirty-five (35) feet. The height of a building
shall be measured from the highest point of the roof line to
the average elevation of the finished grade of the ground
half-way between the front and back of the building and within
twenty (20) feet of the foundation. The height limitation
shall not apply to chimneys or antennas attached to residential
dwellings. Unattached antennas or chimneys are not permitted
unless they service a residential dwelling.
Amend ARTICLE 4 RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT to read as follows:
401.6 Manufacturing and Commercial use may be permitted, by
Special Exception, subject to the conditions of section 1001 of
this ordinance.
402.1 Single family dwellings shall have a minimum lot frontage
of two hundred fifty (250) feet on a public road (Class I-V)
,
or on an approved subdivision road. Each lot shall have an area
within the lot capable of containing a square a minimum of two
hundred and fifty (250) feet per side. These requirements do
not apply to lots of record as of March 13, 1990
Amend ARTICLE 4 RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT to read as follows
404 Cluster development, two family dwellings and multi family
dwellings.
404.1 Cluster developments, two family dwellings and multi family
dwellings are permitted providing the minimum lot area for each
dwelling unit shall be three (3) acres for each dwelling unit in
single family cluster developments , six (6) acres for two family
dwellings and three (3) acres for each dwelling unit in multi
family or cluster development dwellings. The site or lot for two
dwelling unit cluster developments and for two family dwellings
shall have a minimum frontage of two hundred fifty (250) feet on
a public road (class I-V) or an approved subdivision road. The
site or lot for multi family units and cluster developments of
more than two dwelling units shall have a minimum frontage of one
hundred and twenty-five (125) feet per dwelling unit on a public
road (class 1-V) or an approved subdivision road. Each lot or
site shall have an area within the lot or site capable of
containing a square a minimum equal to the frontage requirement
per side. The requirements of 402.1 and 402.2, above, shall
apply as a minimum.
404.2 Site plan review, by the Richmond Planning Board, is
required prior to issuance of a building permit for multi
family dwellings or cluster developments of more than two
welling units. The plan shall conform to requirements for (1)
fitting existing and man-made environments (2) appropriate
buffers (3) screening to reduce visual pollution and (4)
parking, loading, and pedestrian safety.
No Article 405
6. Amend ARTICLE 4 RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT to read as follows:
405 Conversion to Apartments: Conversion of single family
structures to apartments must conform to the following:
405.1 The exterior architectural appearance and/or size of the
structure shall not be substantially altered.
405.2 The minimum lot area for a two (2) family
apartment/duplex buildings shall be six (6) acres and for
multifamily dwellings three (3) acres for each dwelling unit.
405.3 The lot on which the building is sited shall conform to
the frontage area and yard requirements as stated in paragraph
402 and 404 of this ordinance.
405.4 Sub surface sewage disposal systems for the new dwellings
configuration shall be in accordance with standards set and
enforced by the NH State Department of Health and the NH Water
Supply and Pollution Control Division. Such approval shall be
required before issuance of a building permit.
405.5 - Site Plan review, by the Richmond Planning Board, is
required prior to issuance of a building permit for conversion
to multi family dwellings of more than two (2) dwelling units
whether or not such conversion includes a subdivision or
resubdivision of the site.
7. Amend ARTICLE 5 LAKESIDE DISTRICT to read as follows:
502.2 Yard Requirements - No building shall be located nearer
than twenty-five (25) feet to an abutter's property line and
eighty-three ( 83) feet from the center of the public road and
one hundred (100) feet from the . reference line.
No Current 504
504 All dwellings , accessory buildings and underground sewage
disposal systems shall conform to RSA483B.
No Current 505
505 Where already existing a natural woodlands buffer shall be
maintained within one hundred and fifty (150) feet of the
shoreline subject to standards required in RSA483B.
8. Amend ARTICLE 6 WETLAND CONSERVATION DISTRICT to read as follows:
604.1 Streets, Roads, and other access ways and utility rights
of way easements, including power lines and pipe lines if
essential to the productive use of land not so zoned and if so
located and constructed as to minimize any detrimental impact
of such uses upon the wetlands. Proper evidence of this effect
shall be submitted to the Board of Adjustment and shall be
accompanied by the findings of a review by the Richmond
Conservation Commission of the environmental effects of such
proposed use upon the wetlands in question.
604.2 The undertaking of a use not otherwise permitted in the
Wetland Conservation District which may include the erection of
a structure, dredging, filling, draining, or otherwise altering
the surface configuration of the land, if it can be shown that
such proposed use will not conflict with the purpose and
intention of Section 602, and if such proposed use is otherwise
permitted by the zoning ordinance. Proper evidence to this
effect shall be submitted in writing to the Board of Adjustment
and shall be accompanied by the findings of a review by the
Richmond Conservation Commission of the environmental effects
of such proposed use upon the wetlands in question.
9. Amend ARTICLE 9 ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
903 A building permit shall be required prior to the erection,
addition, alteration, relocation or conversion to apartments of
any building or structure or portion thereof. Building permits
are not required for detached structures with a floor area
equal or less than one hundred (100) square feet. It shall be
unlawful for any person to commence work for the erection,
addition, alteration or relocation or conversion to apartments
of any building or structure until a permit has been approved
and issued by the Selectmen. No building permit shall be
required for normal maintenance activities, minor repairs and
minor alterations that do not structurally alter or change a
building or structure. No building permit shall be issued for
a lot with a private septic system until an appr.oved septic
system permit has been obtained from the NH Water Supply and
Pollution Control Division.
904 Occupancy Permit - An approved occupancy permit shall be
required before any new dwelling/building/structure or existing
dwelling/building/structure that has been structurally altered
can be occupied. The occupancy permit shall be applied for by
the owner or his agent when the construction for which a
building permit was issued has been completed. The occupancy
permitt shall be issued within ten (10) days after the the
erection or alteration of the dwellings/building/structure, or
portion thereof, has been completed and after an inspection by
a member of the Richmond Fire Department designated by the
Board of Selectman showing that it is in conformance with
accepted fire safety standards.
10. Amend ARTICLE 10 BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
1001 Within thirty (30) days after adoption of this ordinance
and thereafter as terms expire or vacancies occur, the Board of
Selectmen shall make appointments to a Board of Adjustment of
five members which shall have all powers, authorities, and
duties granted to a Board of Adjustment by current applicable
R.S.A.s. The members shall serve without compensation. The
Board shall make its own reasonable rules and regulations. The
board may, in appropriate cases and subject to appropriate
conditions and safeguards (1) make special exceptions where
provided for in this ordinance (2) approve variances to the
terms of this ordinance in harmony with its general purpose and
intent or (3) hear appeals of alleged error in enforcement of
this ordinance. The Board shall notify all abutters and any
known parties of interest of any requested special exception,
or variance, and shall hold a public hearing prior to rendering
its decision.
1001.1 Special Exceptions - The Richmond Board of Adjustment
may, in appropriate cases and subject to appropriate conditions
and safeguards, make special exceptions to the terms of this
Ordinance to permit manufacturing or commercial use in the
residential district . All exceptions shall be made in harmony
with the general purpose and intent of this ordinance and shall
be in accordance with the general or specific rules contained
in the ordinance. All requirements for lot size, frontage,
setbacks and others as stated in this ordinance for residential
dwellings shall apply as a minimum to special exceptions. The
board, in acting on an application, shall take into
consideration the following criteria:
a) The proposed site is in an appropriate location for use.
Among the factors the Board of Adjustment will consider are:
topography, soils, water resources, road access and locations
of driveways, condition of existing structures and other
relevant characteristics such as whether the proposed use is
compatible with the surrounding land uses.
b) The proposed use will not adversely affect the value of
adjacent property. An adverse effect on adjacent property is
one which would limit the use of neighborhood property by
causing such problems as excessive noise, traffic, dust, fumes,
glare or other conditions that are associated with the intended
use but are not typical of permitted uses within the area.
c)No hazardous waste shall be disposed of on the property,
and provision for the disposition of all waste shall be made
without jeopardy, financial or otherwise, to the Town of Richmond.
d) Traffic generated by the proposed use must not present a
hazard to the neighborhood for either vehicles or pedestrians.
e) In all cases where a proposed project requiring Site Plan
Review is located next to an existing residential use,
buffering shall be provided within the setback areas, of a type
and amount deemed appropriate by the Richmond Planning Board
during Site Plan Review.
f)The Board of Adjustment will request a recommendation from
the Richmond Planning Board and the Richmond Conservation
Commission concerning the proposed use.
No Current 1001.3
1001.3 Variance - The board may authorize upon appeal in
specific cases such variance from the terms of this zoning
ordinance as will not be contrary to the public interest if
owing to special conditions, a literal enforcement of the
provisions of this zoning ordinance will result in unnecessary
10.
hardship. The Board shall grant a variance providing the
following conditions are satisfied:
1 . Denial of variance will result in unnecessary hardship of
applicant.
2. No diminution in value of surrounding properties will
occur.
3. The proposed use will not be contrary to the spirit of this
ordinance.
4. The granting of variance will benefit public interest.
5. The granting of variance will do substantial justice.
No Current 1001.4
1001.4 Appeals - The board may hear and decide appeals in
accordance with RSA 674.33.
No Current 1001.5
1001.5 Site Plan review, by the Richmond Planning Board, is
required prior to issuance of a building permit for non
residential use.
11. Amend ARTICLE 15 DEFINITIONS to read as follows:
1529 Boat House - Structures designed for the storage of boats
only, containing no plumbing, sanitary facilities or provision
for human habitation.
1530 Reference Line - For natural water bodies, the natural
mean high water level as determined by the Division of Water
Resources Department . For artificially impounded water, the
waterline at full pond as determined by the elevation of the
top of the impoundment structure.
1531 Alteration to a building - change to an existing building
where structural elements are altered in design or function.
Such elements to include foundation, load bearing walls and
partitions, beams, joists, posts, rafters and sills.
1532 Dock - a structure extending into the water for the
purpose of docking a boat or swimming which extends no further
than twenty (20) feet from the reference line and is no greater
than four (4) feet wide.
1533 Apartment - one or more rooms with private bath and
kitchen facility comprising an independent dwelling unit.
PROPOSED ZONING BOARD AMENDMENT BY PETITION
3. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Richmond
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Article 4 Section 405
Nothing in the zoning ordinance shall be construed so as to
prevent the construction of a duplex, two-family structure, or
second attached living apartment on any lot which fulfills the
zoning requirements for a single family home provided that
proper authorization from the State of New Hampshire for a
suitable septic system is on file with the Board of Selectmen
prior to the issuance of a building permit. Permission to
11.
erect such a structure shall not be subject to the conditions
nor shall it fall under the definitions of either a multifamily
dwelling or a cluster development . (BY PETITION) (NOT RECOMMENDED
BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
At 7:00 P.M. the following;
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $19,000 for Executive Salaries and Expenses, or take
any action thereon.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $21,000 for Election, Registration, & Vital
Statistics, or take any action thereon.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $13,500 for Financial Administration, or take any
action thereon.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000 for the revaluation of utility properties, or
take any action thereon.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,000 for Damages and Legal Expenses, or take any
action thereon.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000 for Employee Benefits, or take any action
thereon.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,500 for Local and Regional Planning and Zoning, or
take any action thereon.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $14,000 for General Government Buildings, or take any
action thereon.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,520 for Cemeteries, or take any action thereon.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $24,000 for Insurance, or take any action thereon.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,600 for Other General Government (town report), or
take any action thereon.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $22,400 for the Police Department, or take any action
thereon.
12.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise a oriate
the sum of $11,500 for the Fire Department, or take ar.y action
thereon.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise ;. priate
the sum of ' ,500 for Ambulance Service, or t
thereon.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and app ate
the sum of $3,500 for the Rescue Squad, or take ar.
thereon
.
19. To see if the Town will vote to rc_.se and appropriate
the sum of $4,000 for Emergency Managment (Civil Defense , or take a:
action thereon.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $300 for the Meadowood County Area Fire Department, or
take any action thereon.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum oi I for the Fire Department Equipment Fur.:, ir take
• action thereon.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $96,595 for Highways and Street:, or take any action
thereon.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and priate
the sum of $1,2'.". for Street Lighting, or take any action
thereon.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise a propriate
the sum of $27,;;; for Solid Waste Disposal, or take any action
thereon.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000 for the Home Health Cere and 1.:: .: srvice,
or take any action tnerecn. By Request
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $924 for the Monadnock Family & Mental Health Service,
or take any action thereon. (By Request)
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $429 for The Community Kitchen, Ir.c, or take a
action thereon. (By Request)
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500 for the Southwestern Community Services, Inc., or
take any action tnerecn. (By Request)
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000 for Direct Assistance (Town Poor , or take any
action thereon.
13.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000 for Intergovernmental Welfare (Old Age
Assistance) , or take any action thereon.
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200 for the Community Park Commission, or take any
action thereon.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000 for the Recreation Committee, or take any
action thereon.
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $800 for the Beach Committee, or take any action
thereon.
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $12,905 for the Library, or take any action thereon.
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,500 for Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes, or take
any action thereon.
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $30,000 to add to the Expendable General Fund Trust
Fund, (established 1994 Article 34), under the provisions of RSA
31:10-A, known as the Landfill Closure Fund, for the purpose of
upholding the Town of Richmond contribution to the Winchester
Solid Waste District closure plan.
37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000 to add to the Capital Reserve Fund
(established 1995 Article 36), under the provision of RSA 35:1,
for the purpose of purchasing a Fire Truck.
38. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
negotiate a permanent conservation easement and public access to
the historic Harris Soapstone Quarry (approximately 15 acres) , in
exchange for the right to raise the water level of the Sprague
Meadows flowage to the 842-foot level, on approximately 3 acres
of the Harry J. Bennett Town Forest.
39. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sign contracts necessary for the operation of Town affairs.
40. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectboard to borrow money for the use of the Town in
anticipation of taxes.
41. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectboard to sell tax deeded property.
42. To hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc.
heretofore chosen and to take any action thereon.
14.
43. To take any action that may legally come before the
meeting
.
Given under our hand and seal, this day of













Executive Office 19,000.00 18,969.90 19,000.00
Election, Regis & Vital Stat 17,023.00 16,972.33 21,000.00
Financial Administration 14,000.00 10,751.68 13,500.00
Re Evaluation 0.00 0.00 15,000.00
Legal Expense 5,000.00 3,490.90 4,000.00
Benefits 9,755.00 9,544.45 10,000.00
Planning & Zoning 3,500.00 2,315.68 3,500.00
General Government Bldgs 10,000.00 9,724.29 14,000.00
Cemeteries 1 ,520.00 1,520.00 1,520.00
Insurance 20,617.00 23,519.00 24,000.00
Town Report 1,600.00 1,500.00 1 ,600.00
Public Safety
Police Department 23,200.00 23,838.25 22,400.00
Ambulance 7,893.32 8,133.99 8,500.00
Fire Department 12,500.00 12,521.12 11,500.00
Rescue Squad 3,500.00 3,285.21 3,500.00
Emergency Management 4,000.00 2,655.94 4,000.00
Fire Dept Equip Fund 250.00 250.00 250.00
Meadowood 300.00 300.00 300.00
Highways & Streets & Roads
Highways & Streets 96,417.94 91,585.73 96,595.00
Street Lighting 1,200.00 672.46 1,200.00
Sanitation
SW Disposal Winchester 26,136.00 26,547.61 27,000.00
Dump Closure Plan 30,000.00 30,000.00 30,000.00
Outside Agencies
Home Health 3,000.00 910.00 3,000.00
Mon Fam Serv 877.00 877.00 924.00
Keene Comm Kitchen 251.00 251.00 429.00
Southwestern Comm Serv - - 500.00
General Assistance
General Assist/Welfare 3,000.00 - 3,000.00
Old Age Assist 1,000.00 - 1,000.00
Culture & Recreation
Community Park 200.00 97.00 200.00
Recreation 1,800.00 1,800.00 2,000.00
Beach 800.00 741.00 800.00
Library 12,955.00 12,871.67 12,905.00
Debt Service TAN 5,000.00 - 2,500.00
Capital Reserve
Fire Truck Cap Reserve 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00





Payment in Lieu of Taxes
Int. & Pen. on Del. Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Licences, Permits and Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Building Permits





















Interest on Investments 5,000.00 5,212.00 5,200.00
TOTAL REVENUES
AND CREDITS $1 72,045.00 $1 91 ,978.00 $1 92,562.00
17.
RICHMOND TOWN MEETING RESULTS, 1995
The moderator announced that the Richmond Rescue Squad was offering home baked goods and
beverages with donations to benefit the squad. He also announced that he would keep the polls open
for those who had not had a chance to vote.
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM. Richard Webber led the Invocation. Departed
members were remembered with a moment of silence. The flag salute was led by Richmond Brownie
Troop 593.
1 . OFFICERS VOTED ON EARLIER;
Selectman for three (3) years, Edward Campbell
Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years, C. Richard Webber
Cemetery Trustee for two (2) years, Bertha Remick
Trustee of Trust Funds for one ( 1 ) year, William Hatch
Planning Board for three (3) years, Gordon Oxx, Jr.
Planning Board for three (3) years, Norma Thibodeau
Library Trustee for three (3) years, Sheila Bloom
Treasurer for three (3) years, Ruth Flanders
2. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $19,000 for Executive Salaries and Expenses. Passed.
3. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $17,023 for Election,
Registration, and Vital Statistics. Passed.
4. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $14,000 for
Financial Administration. Passed.
5. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $5,000 for Damages
and Legal Expenses. Passed.
6. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $9,755 for Employee Benefits. Passed.
7. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,500 for
Local and Regional Planning and Zoning. Passed.
8. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $10,000 for General Government Buildings. Passed.
9. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $1,520 for Cemeteries. Passed.
10. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $20,617 for Insurance. Passed
11. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $1,600 for Other General Government
(town report). Passed.
12. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $23,200 for the Police Department. Passed
13. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $12,500 for the Fire Department. Passed.
14. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $7,893.32 for the Ambulance Service Passed.
15. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,500 for the Rescue Squad. Passed.
16. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $4,000 for Emergency Management
(Civil Defense). Passed.
17. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $300 for the Meadowood County Area
Fire Department. Passed.
18.
18. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $250 for the Fire Department
Equipment Fund. Passed.
19. The Town voted to raise $63,000 and appropriate $96,417.94 for Highways and Streets. Passed
20. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $1,200 for Street Lighting. Passed.
21. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $26,136 for Solid Waste Disposal. Passed.
22. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,000 for Home Health Care and
Community Service. Passed.
23. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate $877 for Monadnock Family and
Mental Health Service. A motion to table failed. Article Passed. Hand vote , 29 Yes, 12 No.
24. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate $251 for The Community Kitchen, Inc.
A motion to table failed. Article Passed.
25. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate $500 for The Southwestern Community
Services, Inc A motion to table failed. Article Failed.
26. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,000 for Direct Assistance (Town Poor). Passed.
27. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $1,000 for Intergovernmental Welfare
(Old Age Assistance). Passed.
28. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $200 for the Community Park Commission. Passed.
29. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $1,800 for the Rec reation Committee. Passed.
30. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $800 for the Beach Committee. Passed.
The Canada Geese problem was discussed.
3 1
.
The Town voted to raise and appropriate $12,955 for the Library. Passed.
32. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $5,000 for Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes. Passed.
33. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sign contracts necessary for the operation
of Town affairs. Passed.
34. The Town was asked to authorize the Selectboard to borrow money for the use of the
Town in anticipation of taxes.
Amendment to change "Selectboard" to "Board of Selectmen".
Amendment Passed Article Passed as amended.
35. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $30,000 to add to the Expendable General Fund Trust
Fund, (established 1994 Article 34), under the provisions ofRSA 31:19-a, known as
the Landfill Closure Fund, for the purpose of upholding Richmonds contribution to
the Winchester Solid Waste District closure plan. Passed.
36. The Town voted to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under provision ofRSA 35:1,
for the purpose of a "Fire Truck", and to raise and appropriate $15,000 to be placed in this
fund and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents of this fund.
(Majority vote needed.) Passed.
37. The Town was asked, in consideration for Tree Growers, Inc., its heirs, successors and assigns,
entering into an obligation to rebuild and operate the Old Dan Cass Dam, so-called,
and the joint operation of the reservoir created by this dam between the Town and Tree
Growers, Inc., its heirs, successors and assigns, to authorize the Selectmen to convey flowage
rights to Tree Growers, Inc., its heirs, successors and assigns, over and on real property
owned by the Town and defined as all land which lies below the 842-foot contour, mean sea
level, more or less, as depicted on the U.S. Geological Survey Map entitled "Mount Grace/
U.S.G.S. Mass -NH 1977", and for the Selectmen to enter into appropriate agreements with
Tree Growers, Inc., and to take any and all such actions including the signing of a deed or
deeds to accomplish this conveyance. Question called. Passed. Article Failed.
38. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property. Passed.
39. The Town voted to hear any reports of Agents, Committees,etc. heretofore chosen. Passed.
40. The Town voted to take any action that might legally come before it.
19.
Marie Knowlton was thanked for her service as Selectperson and
received a standing ovation.
Lee Robbins was thanked for his service as Fire chief.
It was suggested that more people attend pre-warrant meeting.
It was suggested that more people attend the school meeting,
(only 20 voters out of 523 attended)
Motion to adjourn. Passed 8:35pm
Polls closed at 8:36pm.
Respectfull submitted,
Pamela Goodell











Planning & Zoning 3,500.00
General Government Buildings 10,000.00
Cemeteries 1 ,520.00
Insurance 20,617.00






Fire Dept Equipment Fund 250.00
Meadowood 300.00
Highways & Streets 96,417.94
Street Lighting 1 ,200.00
SW Disposal Winchester 26, 1 36.00
Landfill Closure Plan 30,000.00
Home Health Care 3,000.00
Monadnock Family Services 877.00
Keene Community Kitchen 251 .00
Southwestern Community Service
General Assistance/Welfare 3,000.00





Debt Service TAN 5,000.00
Fire Truck Capital Reserve 1 5,000.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATION $351 ,295.26
21.
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
Concord, N.H. 03302-1122
1995 Tax Rate Calculation









Approved Town/City Tax Effort 148,546
Municipal Tax Rate 3.01
Due to Local School




Approved School(s) Tax Effort 955,078
School(s) Tax Rate 19.37
-- County Portion —
Due to County 108,779












Net County Appropriation 108,142
Special Adjustment
Approved County Tax Effort 108,142
County Tax Rate 2.19
Combined Tax Rate 24.57
Total Property Taxes Assessed 1,211,766
Commitment Analysis
Total Property Taxes Assessed 1,211,766
Less: War Service Credits (3,500)
Add: Village District Cornmi tment( s )
Total Property Tax Commitment 1,208,266
-- Proof o.f Rate --
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
49,318,934 24.57 1,211,766
1996 Bond Requirement
Treasurer: 55,000 Tax Collector: 53,000
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Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenue



















































Licenses, Permits and Fees
Motor Vehicle Permits




















Total Licenses, Permits and Fees
Charges For Services
Police Reports









Total Charges for Services
Miscellaneous Revenues
Reimbursement to Town





















Unexpended Balance of Appropriations
Overdrafts of Appropriations
Carry Over to 1995
Net Unexpended Balance
Net Budget Deficit
Allowance for Uncollectible Taxes

























































Uncollected Taxes, Beginning of Year
Property Taxes
Yield Taxes





























































Does your municipality collect taxes on a semi-annual basis? RSA76:15-a YES
26.
71,707.74
2,781.98 7,113.00 5,972.37 1,554.94
3,968.50
$78,458.22 $55,379.67 $31,047.63 $9,570.20
37,015.03 24,376.08 20,072.05 3,431.12
2,781.98 6,192.16 6,690.32 1,554.94
3,133.50 325.00 430.00 100.00
35,527.71 24,486.43 3,855.26 4,484.14
78,458.22 55,379.67 31,047.63 9,570.20
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF UNREDEEMED TAX LIENS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1995
Taxpayer Lew 1 994 Lew 1993
Charles Bean 881.06
Mary Hawley Beers 2,125.17 2,359.81
Nancy Boroski 610.93
Loreal Condon 807.18
Ronna Corey 2,041.49 394.17
Bruce Currier 1,587.68 254.47
Brian Dodge 91 .47
Aristotelis Drogaris 1,612.35
Joyce Foster 51.34
Freeport Development 382.16 1,782.02
Afaf Hamdi -2.49
Delmar& Linda Hopkins 2,595.09 706.10
Rodney & Lorraine Howard 803.30 811.07
Randie & Phillip Kent 868.89
Richard & Shirley May 1,258.26
John & Sheila Menter 1,164.04 1,186.81
Charles Nagine Heir 1,592.71 1,608.78
Terrence O'Shea 784.76
Michael & Susan Pearsall 2,367.75 1,361.28
Donald & Kathleen Primrose 43.60
Gerald & Catherine Romano 104.29
Patrick & Dawn Short 1,191.20 1,203.01
William Sullivan 3,205.59 3,458.45
Carl & Francine Swanson 2,363.03 2,387.15
Darold Tanner 1,193.53 1,435.89
Alexander & Delores Twerdy 1,563.85 766.98
Whipple Hill Corp or Pinec 1,103.31 1,124.60







SUMMARY OF YIELD TAX OPERATIONS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1995
YIELD TAXES FOR LEVY 1994
Name of Taxpayer Operation # Tax Paid
Rune C. & Kathleen Warme 4179 351.12
YIELD TAXES FOR LEVY 1995
Name of Taxpayer Operation # Tax Paid
Brokenshire Trust 3415 1758.00
James & Mary Camie 1233 498.00
Gilbert Cyr 918,1709 1290.00
Violet Harpe 4297 1899.98
Lewis & Priscilla Kibler 1707 1101.01
Edward Martin Jr 5343 390.00
Morgan Reserve Association 2886 520.00
Donald Patterson 4363 128.65
Robert & Sylvia Van Brocklin 3021 1460.00
YMCA, Cheshire County 1392 281.00
TOTAL 9326.64
I hereby certify that the preceding summaries of Tax
accounts, unredeemed tax liens and yield tax operations are correct to






Balance on hand CFX Bank, January 1, 1995 345709.67







Subdivision & Zoning Regulat ons 41.00
Liens 255.00
Vital Search Fees 266.00
Copies/Postage/Maps/Check Penalties 42.50




Property Tax 1 994 124480.41
Property Tax 1995 1061427.82
Property Tax Interest 7084.03
Yield Tax 9677.75
Yield Tax Interest 68.55
Tax Liens 84897.35
Tax Lien Interest 17219.40
Tax Lien Penalties 3870.50
Property Tax Penalties 1342.49
1310068.30











Conservation Commission Reimbursement 330.50
Planning Board Fees (Subdivision Fees, 120.88
Applications, Zoning Reg. Etc.)
Witness Fees 136.80
New England Telephone Commissions 460.92
Tilcon - Whitcomb Overbilling 2970.58
Liberty Mutual 942.00
Keene District Court Fees 320.00
Telephone Reimbursement 77.48
Tax Refund 113.72






CFX Bank Interest 3108.11
Transferee! From NH Public Deposit 20QQQO.QQ
213234.83
TOTAL FUNDS COLLECTED (ALL SOURCES) 1669067.7
Balance of Statement
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE 2014777.3
TOTAL ORDERS PAID 1717719.36
Balance on Hand CFX Bank, December 31, 1995 297057.96





EQUIPMENT FUND SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance in Savings Account, January 1, 1995 989.55
Deposited to Savings Account During 1994
Reimbursement
From Town of Richmond, NH 250.00
Interest from CFX Bank 32.54
Paid out of Savings Account During 1995




POLICE DRUG CONFISCATION FUND SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance in Savings Account, January 1, 1995 116.06
Interest from CFX Bank 3.21
Unexpended Balance December 31,1 995 1 1 9.27
Respectfully Submitted
Ruth Flanders
NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT
Balance in NH Public Deposit, January 1, 1995 0.00
Deposit in NH Public Deposit, July 31 , 1 995 250000.00
Transfered from NHPD to CFX Bank 200000.00
Interest from NHPD 3292,59




EXPENSE REPORT - SUMMARY
1995
Executive Office $ 18,969.90
Election, Regis & Vital Stat 16,972.33
Financial Administration 1 0,751 .68
Legal Expense 3,490.90
Benefits 9,544.45
Planning & Zoning 2,315.68










Other Public Safety 550.00
Highways & Streets & Roads
Highways & Streets 91 ,585.73
Street Lighting 672.46
Sanitation
SW Disposal Winchester 26,547.61
Dump Closure Plan 30,000.00
Outside Agencies
Home Health 910.00
Mon Fam Serv 877.00











Fire Truck Cap Reserve 1 5,000.00





SELECTBOARD 4,500.00 4,500.00 0.00
Moderator 100.00 32.94 67.06
Secretarial 5,460.00 5,032.75 427.25
Office Equipment 0.00 618.65 -618.65
Supplies 1,500.00 1,843.24 -343.24
Advertising 50.00 10.40 39.60
Dues Subs Fees 1,500.00 2,469.82 -969.82
Postage 1 ,440.00 1,163.25 276.75
Mileage 300.00 26.88 273.12
Telephone 1,550.00 1,288.32 261.68
Office exp Repair 250.00 250.00
Deeds 60.00 88.19 -28.19
Tax Maps 140.00 140.00 0.00
Printing Pubs 900.00 258.69 641.31
Probate Court 0.00 0.00
Misc Exp 1,200.00 1 ,875.20 -675.20
Bank Fees 50.00 -378.43 428.43
Executive Office 19,000.00 18,969.90 30.10
ELECTION REG VITALS
Ballot Clerks Wages 500.00 136.01 363.99
Town Clerk Salary 8,043.75 6,944.31 1,099.44
Deputy Town Clerk 2,281.50 1,923.98 357.52
Asst Deputy Town Clerk 893.75 1,421.75 -528.00
Supervisor Checklist 500.00 207.19 292.81
Advertising 100.00 101.55 -1.55
Training 350.00 390.00 -40.00
Mileage 325.00 229.19 95.81
Restoration 630.00 625.00 5.00
Checklist Copies 50.00 50.00
Ballot Printing 100.00 53.35 46.65
Marriage Lie Fees 450.00 152.00 298.00
State Vital Stats 150.00 96.00 54.00
Town Clerk Vital Stats 125.00 102.00 23.00
TCIerk UCC & Fed Liens 175.00 259.00 -84.00
State Dog License Fees 575.00 592.50 -17.50
Munic Agent Fee 1 ,774.00 1,538.50 235.50
Office Equipment 2,200.00 -2,200.00
Election, Regis & Vital S 17,023.00 16,972.33 50.67
FINANCIAL
Assessor 2,200.00 1,722.00 478.00
Treasurer 800.00 864.00 -64.00
Tax Collector Salary 3,000.00 3,000.00 0.00
Auditor 400.00 400.00 0.00
Deputy Tax Coll 400.00 0.00 400.00
Deputy Treasurer 200.00 200.00 0.00
32.
Tax Collector Liens Filed 4,000.00 4,038.50 -38.50
FA Data Processing 3,000.00 527.18 2,472.82
Financial Administration 14,000.00 10,751.68 3,248.32
LEGAL
Misc Legal Costs 5,000.00 3,490.90 1,509.10
Legal Expense 5,000.00 3,490.90 1,509.10
BENEFITS
Town Share Fica 4,700.00 4,488.85 211.15
NHMA Ins Trust BC/BS 5,055.00 5,055.60 -0.60
Benefits 9,755.00 9,544.45 210.55
PLANNING & ZONING
Pt Salaries
Supplies 100.00 2.67 97.33
Advertising 100.00 45.56 54.44
Conf Dues & Assoc 200.00 195.00 5.00
Postage 100.00 28.71 71.29
Mileage 0.00
Telephone 0.00
Office Repairs 200.00 200.00
Secretarial 800.00 512.50 287.50
Reg of Deeds 36.64 • -36.64
Publications 0.00
SW Regional Planning 1,000.00 1,068.00 -68.00




Planning & Zoning 3,500.00 2,315.68 1,184.32
GEN GOV BUILDINGS
Supplies 100.00 25.87 74.13
PSNH 1,300.00 1,679.70 -379.70
Heating 3,000.00 3,283.08 -283.08
Misc Maint 1,000.00 835.94 164.06
Snow Plowing Bldgs 2,500.00 2,635.00 -135.00
Custodial Mowing 800.00 675.00 125.00
Keene Gas Vets Hall 200.00 193.63 6.37
Refuse Removal 100.00 124.00 -24.00
General Repair 1,000.00 272.07 727.93
Town Hall Renov 0.00
General Government Bl 10,000.00 9,724.29 275.71
Cemeteries 1,520.00 1,520.00 0.00
INSURANCE




Workers Comp Ins 6,382.00 5,004.00 1,378.00
BurglaryVTheft 1,000.00 100.00 900.00
Fire/Rescue Liability 1,000.00 613.00 387.00
Public Official Liab 2,000.00 1,150.00 850.00
West World Ins Grp 985.00 985.00
Public Officials Bond 750.00 700.00 50.00
Insurance 20,617.00 23,519.00 -2,902.00
OTHER GEN GOV
Town Report 1 ,600.00 1,500.00 100.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Full Time Salaries
Part Time Salaries 11,500.00 11,008.00 492.00
On Call Time 1,600.00 1 ,448.00 152.00
Supplies 900.00 922.30 -22.30
Advertising 0.00
Public Service 500.00 412.67 87.33
Conf Dues & Assoc 150.00 84.95 65.05
Postage 50.00 6.40 43.60
Mileage 400.00 66.64 333.36
Telephone 800.00 1,144.00 -344.00
Office Expenses 550.00 599.88 -49.88
Heat 1,200.00 777.52 422.48
Publications 700.00 1,183.04 -483.04
Uniforms 0.00
Uniform Cleaning 0.00
Equipment 500.00 580.43 -80.43
Radio/Radar 0.00
Dispatch 0.00
Vehicle Repair 600.00 2,015.77 -1,415.77
Vehicle Fuel 1,300.00 702.43 597.57
Dog Control 250.00 411.50 -161.50
Training 900.00 769.24 130.76
Misc 1,300.00 1,705.48 -405.48
Police Department 23,200.00 23,838.25 -638.25
Ambulance 7,893.32 8,133.99 -240.67
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Supplies 100.00 88.57 11.43
Advertising 0.00
PSNH 800.00 758.26 41.74
Conf Dues & Assoc. 0.00
Postage 0.00
Mileage 0.00
Telephone 600.00 313.66 286.34
Office Expense 0.00



































Fire Department 12,500.00 12,521.12 -21.12
RICHMOND RESCUE
Rescue Squad Supplies 1,500.00 1,844.07 -344.07
Radio & Communications 0.00
Vehicles 10.00 -10.00
Fuel 59.15 -59.15
Training 2,000.00 1,365.00 635.00
Miscellaneous 6.99 -6.99
Rescue Squad 3,500.00 3,285.21 214.79
EMERGENCY MGMT 0.00
PSNH 450.00 457.86 -7.86
Telephone 325.00 348.01 . -23.01
Office Expense 0.00 14.00 -14.00
Heat 650.00 368.53 281.47
Equipment 0.00
Equipment Repairs 850.00 850.00
Communication 0.00
Bldg & Maint 1 ,400.00 1,318.48 81.52
Computer 0.00
Fax 125.00 125.00
Miscellaneous 200.00 149.06 50.94
Emergency Managemen 4,000.00 2,655.94 1,344.06
OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY
Fire Dept Equip Fund 250.00 250.00 0.00
Meadowood Mutual Aid 300.00 300.00 0.00
Other Public Safety 550.00 550.00 0.00
HIGHWAYS & STREETS
Full Time Labor 6,500.00 6,563.50 -63.50
Part Time Labor 5,500.00 4,572.70 927.30
Overtime 0.00
Misc 1,250.00 385.31 864.69
Drilling & Blastin 0.00
Fuel & Mileage 1 ,200.00 1,354.36 -154.36
Vehicle Repairs 0.00




Truck Reimbursement 800.00 460.00 340.00
Grading & Paving 7,500.00 8,770.00 -1,270.00
Oiling 0.00
Brush Removal 1,500.00 150.00 1,350.00
Patch/Seal 22,000.00 25,703.74 -3,703.74
Tools 0.00
Snow Plow East 33,000.00 26,120.00 6,880.00
Spring Repair/Sweeping 2,000.00 858.00 1,142.00
Culverts 2,150.00 280.00 1,870.00
Ashphalt 0.00
Bridge Maintenance 0.00
Equipment 6,417.94 2,232.12 4,185.82
Salt 1,600.00 1,778.00 -178.00
Highways & Streets 96,41 7.94 91 ,585.73 4,832.21









Home Health 3,000.00 910.00 2,090.00
Mon Fam Serv 877.00 877.00 0.00
Keene Comm Kitchen 251.00 251.00 0.00







General Assist/Welfare 3,000.00 3,000.00
Old Age Assist 1,000.00 1,000.00
COMMUNITY PARK
Maint & Mowing 200.00 97.00 103.00
Community Park 200.00 97.00 103.00
RECREATION COMMITTEE
Camp Directors/Counsel 1,000.00 1,255.12 -255.12
Miscellaneous 800.00 544.88 255.12
Recreation 1,800.00 1,800.00 0.00
36.
BEACH
Repairs 400.00 610.00 -210.00
Miscellaneous 400.00 131.00 269.00
Beach 800.00 741.00 59.00
LIBRARY
Librarian 5,000.00 4,658.47 341.53
Trustees 7,955.00 8,213.20 -258.20
Library 12,955.00 12,871.67 83.33
Debt Service TAN 5,000.00 5,000.00
Fire Truck Cap Reserve 15,000.00 15,000.00 0.00
PAID TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
Cheshire County 108,779.00
Monadnock Regional 936,181.55
Taxes Removed from Levie 71,707.74
Tax Collector Purchase Taxes 1,816.37
Tax Rebates 155.00
Cost of Tax Liens 73,679.11
TTL Taxes & Other Gov 1,118,639.66
Grand Total Expended $1,449,285.87
TOTAL BUDGET $351,295.26 $330,646.21 ' $20,649.05
TOWN CLERKS RECEIPT
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit my report of receipts from January
1995 through December 31, 1995.
1,






Landfill Fees (218 + 1 commercial)
Marriage Licenses (5)
Misc (maps)
Motor Vehicles Issued (1160)
1 Issued Free
Municipal Agent Fees (1051)
Subdivision Regulations (2)




























The Board of Selectmen
Town of Richmond
Richmond, NH 03470
I here with submit the report on the audit and examination of the Town of Richmond accounts and
records for the fiscal year ended December 31,1 995. The enclosed financial statements are an
integral part of this report and must be retained by the Town Clerk with other permanent town
records.
Scope of Audit
The account and records of the Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector and Town Clerk were




The Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures show a net unexpended balance
of appropriations amounting to $ 25,135.70. In 1994, there were $ 32,437.76 in
unexpended balances.
2. The Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenue shows a net revenue deficit of
$ 115,945.10. In 1994, the net revenue defficit amounted to $ 51,099.68.
3. The Budget Summary indicates a net budget deficit of $ 93,959.75.
4. The accounts of the Town Treasurer, Town Clerk and Tax Collector have been
summarized and tabulated.
Audit Procedures
The accounts and records of Town Officials charged with the receipt, disbursement and custody of
public funds, as indicated by the scope of the audit, were inspected and verified to the best of my
knowledge and ability. All town books and accounts were examined carefully and, where necessary,
test of certain records were made as part of the audit.
Certification of Audit
I hereby certify that I have examined and audited the accounts and records of the Town of
Richmond, New Hampshire, for the fiscal year ended December 31,1 995. In my opinion, the
attached statements represent the financial position of the Town of Richmond for this period.
Appreciation
I sincerely thank the Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Town Treasurer, Selectmen and their Secretary for






REPORT OF TRUST FUNDS FOR TOWN OF RICHMOND








4/10/35 Cass, Esther M.
6/28/37 Wheeler, John A.
7/28/41 Avery, Ibie A.B.
1/24/50 Van Brocklin, Ella & Warren
11/17/57 Aldrich, Elliot W.
6/5/59 Perry, Francis M.
4/23/63 Martin, Edward A. & Eunice B.
3/15/65 MacClaren, Laura
3/15/65 Freeman, William L. & Walter P.
3/8/66 Hurst, Edward A. & Eugenie B.
6/27/67 Johnson, Ander T.
3/15/68 Whitney F. Ralph and Emily B.
3/15/68 Cronk, Baird
3/15/68 Howard, Earl R.
12/18/70 Garnsey, William A.
3/10/72 Johnson, Cal A..
3/10/75 Stinson, Arthur E. & Ruby
3/24/78 Hood, Nettie
3/13/81 Bullock
5/1/86 Holman, Lloyde & Phyllis
6/24/86 Beaman, Charles & Marianne
3/24/87 Robbins, Leland & Dorothy
10/8/87 Cronk, George & Frances
8/8/88 Bowers, James, Sheila & Anne
11/9/89 Blais, George
6/9/91 Bickford, Cecily
7/9/91 Sylvester, Armand & Sylvester
6/12/92 Holland, Emily
6/12/92 Merwin, Augustus W. & Eleanor
8/20/92 Bartram, Stanley & Margaret
8/12/94 Wilson, Peter & Penelope
8/12/94 Herst, Roy
8/12/94 2 Plots Unnamed
12/31/94 Sumner, Tex
12/31/94 Faust, Alfred & Beatrix
12/31/94 D'Orio, Frank & Doris
Additions
3/15/95 Wheeler, Donald & Julie
Total of Common Cemetery Trusts
Other Funds
9/15/75 E.R. Howard Memorial Trust
10/1/37 Mary Stearns School Fund
3/24/94 Landfill Closure-Exp. Trust Fund
4/13/95 Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund
PRINCIPLE INCOME GRAND
Beginning Ending Beginning ncome Ending TOTAL
Balance Balance Balance 3alance
6.41 6.41 1.67 0.45 2.12 8.53
200.00 200.00 78.99 15.48 94.47 294.47
100.00 100.00 20.86 6.71 27.57 127.57
100.00 100.00 35.35 7.51 42.86 142.86
200.00 200.00 85.79 15.86 101.65 301.65
200.00 200.00 84.45 15.78 100.23 300.23
100.00 100.00 34.47 7.46 41.93 141.93
100.00 100.00 34.42 7.46 41.88 141.88
223.93 223.93 86.98 17.25 104.23 328.16
200.00 200.00 74.18 15.21 89.39 289.39
300.00 300.00 124.28 23.54 147.82 447.82
100.00 100.00 33.36 7.40 40.76 140.76
100.00 100.00 32.27 7.34 39.61 139.61
200.00 200.00 68.57 14.89 83.46 283.46
100.00 100.00 32.07 7.33 39.4 139.4
200.00 200.00 65.18 14.71 79.89 279.89
200.00 200.00 63.68 14.63 78.31 278.31
200.00 200.00 64.15 14.66 78.81 278.81
100.00 100.00 31.93 7.32 39.25 139.25
100.00 100.00 28.61 7.14 35.75 135.75
200.00 200.00 54.88 14.14 69.02 269.02
200.00 200.00 49.48 13.84 63.32 263.32
200.00 200.00 53.34 14.06 67.4 267.4
500.00 500.00 133.27 35.14 168.41 668.41
50.00 50.00 11.92 3.44 15.36 65.36
50.00 50.00 11.92 3.44 15.36 65.36
200.00 200.00 45.66 13.63 59.29 259.29
100.00 100.00 22.82 6.82 29.64 129.64
75.00 75.00 13.84 4.93 18.77 93.77
275.00 275.00 40.07 17.48 57.55 332.55
50.00 50.00 4.65 3.03 7.68 57.68
50.00 50.00 4.53 3.03 7.56 57.56
50.00 50.00 2.06 2.89 4.95 54.95
25.00 25.00 1.04 1.44 2.48 27.48
300.00 300.00 8.54 17.11 25.65 325.65
50.00 50.00 0.82 2.82 3.64 53.64
100.00 100.00 1.65 5.64 7.29 107.29
50.00 50.00 0.82 2.82 3.64 53.64
150.00 150.00 0.00 8.32 8.32 158.32
25.00 25.00 0.00 1.39 1.39 26.39
25.00 25.00 0.00 1.39 1.39 26.39
i<Kd\ 0.03 0.03 0.03
75.00 75.00 0.00 4.16 4.16 79.16
5,830.34 5,830.34 1,542.57 409.12 1,951.69 $7,782.03
1,500.00 1,500.00 433.59 54.89 488.48 $1,988.48
500.00 500.00 7.21 14.28 21.49 $521.49
21,240.00 21,240.00 574.09 1189.19 1,763.28 $23,003.28




This past year was not particularly eventful. The spring was not as muddy as some in the past.
That helped the grading of the roads. We had a very dry summer so even black flies and
mosquitos were down.
Lee Robbins retired as Fire Chief and was replaced by Herbert (Buzz) Shaw. Bud Jacobson is the
new deputy. This was David's last year as Selectman and also Ed's first. Bonnie retired as
secretary to take a job in Chesterfield. We were lucky get Lynn Davis to take her place. David has
offered to stay on as our representative to the Landfill. The Selectboard is particularly grateful to
Lori Condon for her continuing work as town auditor, we are fortunate to have such a qualified
person.
The Town joined the NH Public Deposit Investment Pool. This should significantly increase our
interest income.
Thanks to Marie Knowlton we won third place in the NH Municipal Association Town Report
contest. This year with her help, we expect to win first.
Ed Campbell would like to request volunteers for various offices in town.
Respectively submitted, .




Revenue collected this year in the Town Clerk's office
increased around $6,000 over last year. Almost all of this was due
to vehicle registrations. Ninety-one percent of the people chose
to do the state portion of the registrations in town. 3 4 more dogs
were licensed this year than last.
Changes in state laws and upgrades in the computer program
finally caused us to outgrow our original computer. In December we
had to purchase a new one to handle all our transactions. The
transition was made smoothly, and we are now much quicker in
processing registrations and dog licenses.
We have also become automated in issuing vital records of
marriages and deaths. From the state we received computer,
monitor, printer, table and program - all absolutely free. This,
too, is a great time saver for us.
All this time saved, however, seems to be spent in learning
all the changes that have occured in state laws that affect us.
Numerous changes have been made in dog licensing, motor vehicles,
vital records and elections. Keeping abreast is challenging, but





REPORT OF THE RICHMOND FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Richmond Volunteer Fire Department wishes to thank everyone for making 1995 a fire safe
year! Considering the very dry summer/fall we experienced I don't see how we can top the record ofZERO
brush fires in 1995! As many of you noticed, most of the fire ponds in town were nearly dry by August. We
intend to work specifically on our water supply system as a top priority project during 1996. We know we
cannot stop the ponds from drying up during a sever drought but we intend to develop some other sources,
adding more resources.
Emergency communications now has 911 telephone service operational in New Hampshire. This
happened in early July and with a few growing pains has been functioning nicely. The emergency number
we have used for years
352-1 100 is still operational and will be for some time as it serves a large portion of southern Vermont.
We again would like to remind you that a plainly visible house number is essential to helping any
emergency service find you quickly when you need us.
The record for 1995 shows your fire department responding to 55 calls, seven of these were to assist
neighboring towns. We responded to:
Brush fires
4 Chimney fires
4 Mutual Aid calls
3 Mutual Aid cover (station) assignments




This year over 955 personnel hours were expended in direct emergency service. This equates to a
payroll of over $7,900 ($8/hr) for just these service hours. We are pleased to contribute these hours to
Richmond and use our precious tax dollars for equipment and operational costs. Your fire department is
always looking for more members. Ifyou would like to join us please get in touch! We look forward to
serving you in 1 996 and hope that it is at the Richmond Day barbecue and not during an emergency.
My sincere thanks to the entire Richmond Fire and Rescue Companies and their families for all their
work and sacrifice in making our town a better, safer place to live.
Respectfully Submitted,
H.B. Shaw III, Chief
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REPORT OF
THE TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
In calendar year 1995, our three (3) leading causes of fires were
Children, Non-Permit fires not properly extinguished and Smoking Materials.
Violations of RSA 224:27 II, the fire permit law and the other burning
laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up
to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire
suppression costs.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Fire
Officials, contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a
permit is required. This also helps unnecessary response to a controlled
burn.
1995 Fire Statistics
Forest Ranger Reported Fires
Number of Fires for Cost Share Payment 465
Acres Burned 43 7
Suppression cost $147,000+
Lookout Tower Reported Fires 555
Visitors to Towers 26,165
Number of Fires Local Community -0-
Local communities and the State share the cost of suppression on a 40/50
basis. The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols
and 3 contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from
citizens aid the quick response from the local fire departments.
"REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!"
Robert B. Stewart Joseph G. Thibodeau
Forest Ranger Forest Fire Warden
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REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
This years activity continues to follow along last years activities. Domestic problems, juvenile
cases and burglaries top the list.
One of the most serious cases of burglary involved two young subjects from St. Johnsbury
Vermont. They arrived in Richmond via a stolen vehicle from a dealership in Vermont. They managed to
get stuck on the power lines on Taylor Hill Rd. and proceeded to burglarize and vandalize some homes on
the Bullock Rd. When they finished they stole a motor vehicle from a resident on the Bullock Rd and tried
to make good their escape. This vehicle would not stay running so they abandoned it on the side of the
road. Officer Van Brocklin, responded to a complaint from a returning home owner that was vandalized,
observed these two youths leaving the scene of the stolen vehicle. The two with much younger legs than
officer Van Brocklin managed to flee into the nearby woods. Quick acting Van Brocklin called for
assistance and got it from officers Glen Beaman, Lisa Benoit and the State Police. The two youths
managed to elude the police and a police canine unit for some time through the woods of Richmond. Now
comes the best part. An alert resident on the Fish Hatchery Rd observed two suspicious looking subjects
walking through her back yard. She wisely called mutual aid dispatch center in Keene who summoned the
tired but persistent pursuing police officers and the rest is history. Yes the two youths, one 16 and the other
19 years of age were apprehended.
Now I left out an awful lot of this incident and made a long story very short to make a point or two.
Some of you may be thinking, Oh Yea, there goes the chief blowing his horn, well yes and why not? It
was an outstanding job performed by your police officers and the state police and it deserves a toot or two.
The real point I would like to make is what I have been preaching for years in these reports and this
deserves the loudest blast on the horn. If it were not for the observation of the resident that called in the
suspicious activity in her neighborhood, I believe we may not have apprehended these two subjects.
Report any and all suspicious activity. You have just proven that you can help your local police
take a bite out of crime. In case of any "Emergency" call 91 1. I am sure by now everyone is aware of 91 1.
It has been well publicized. But remember this is for an emergency. You may still call the Southwest
Mutual Aid dispatch center in Keene at 352-1 100 as our neighbor on the Fish Hatchery Rd did to help us in
the above case. The 91 1 system is great for its purpose to speed up assistance in an emergency and identify
the caller's address but it is only for emergencies and the 91 1 operator is likely not to be familiar with the
town of Richmond. On the other hand, the friendly and knowledgeable dispatchers at the Keene dispatch
center do know Richmond and the Cheshire County area very well and of course can handle any emergency
as they have been doing for years. They are still there on the job and I hope for many more years.
Respectfully submitted,
Chief Richard E. Bigda
Officer Robert Van Brocklin Officer Glen Beaman
Officer Lisa Benoit Officer Marty Wyman





In March the Commission welcomed its newest member, Jon Hill. Jon is
taking the position vacated by Joe Calabro and the Commission expects him to
be a worthy successor.
Every year the Commission, under the auspices of the Harry J. Bennett
Memorial Fund, offers a full tuition scholarship to the Society for the Protection
of New Hampshire Forests' Community Conservation Camp. Once again the
Commission asks for applicants. Formerly called the Youth Conservation
Camp, this summer learning / recreation experience is now limited to twenty-five
students, statewide, and generally runs the last week in June.
This year, applicants must be enrolled in grades 10 through 12 (including
graduating seniors) and must submit a one-page essay on the topic "What I
Hope to Gain From the Community Conservation Camp Experience, and Why I
Would be an Asset to the Group." The applying student must also be recom-
mended by a teacher or a member of the Conservation Commission. Anyone
interested is asked to contact Jeff Taylor (239-4005) or Pete Tandy (239-6024).
Registration must be made by May 15th, so contact should be made with the
Commission before May First. Sponsorship for other conservation-related
learning experiences may also be available.
Unfortunately, the heirs of the Lyman O. Cass estate have been unable to
reach a consensus as to acceptance of the proposed conservation easement
for the great blue heron rookery adjacent to the Town Forest. The Commission
has gone to considerable time and expense in setting up this protection and
hopes the heirs will be able to reach agreement in the near future.
On a more positive note, the Commission has undertaken a major project,
which will be conducted at no cost to the Town: To make an inventory of, and
management plan for, all Town Forest property.
In the Fall of 1995 the Commission called for bids from Consulting Forest-
ers to (1) Establish and mark the boundaries of all Town Forest properties and,
(2) To develop a plan for the management of the Town's forest lands that would
take into consideration a full range of values, including timber production, wild-
life regeneration, public education, and esthetic values.
After considerable deliberation, the Commission has been pleased to
award the contract to forester Wayne L. Young, of West Swanzey. At the com-
pletion of Mr. Young's work the Town will have a precise inventory of its forest
properties, with boundaries clearly marked, and with specific recommendations
for the integrated management of our collective inheritance. The Commission
looks forward to working with Mr. Young throughout the year.
Lastly, the Commission notes its enthusiastic affiliation with the Monadnock
Conservancy. The Monadnock Conservancy was incorporated in 1990 as a re-
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gional land trust. The Trust is a non-profit regional land trust whose purpose is
to preserve and protect those properties in the Monadnock Region which have
significant aesthetic qualities, natural attributes, environmental value, or histori-
cal character.
The Conservancy may accept or buy conservation easements from land-
owners. It may also acquire land by gift, bequest or purchase, and either hold it
forever as undeveloped land, or convey it, subject to appropriate conservation
restrictions. The Conservancy works in close partnership with The Society for
the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, the New England Forestry Founda-
tion, Friends of the Wapack, The Harris Center for Conservation Education, lo-
cal town Conservation Commissions, and similar groups.




To identify and actively seek protection of significant natural and historic
resources in the Monadnock region;
2. To help landowners find the best way to achieve their individual conserva-
tion objectives;
3. To monitor and enforce the protection of lands held in the Conservancy's
trust.
If you would like to have your dreams and wishes for your property passed
on to future generations, please contact The Monadnock Conservancy, P. O.
Box 1035, Dublin, NH 03444.
If you have any questions about the Monadnock Conservancy, or about
your Conservation Commission's work within the Town, please contact the Sec-
retary, at 239-6024.
Respectfully submitted,
Norman E. Tandy, Secretary
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RICHMOND RECREATION COMMITTEE REPORT 1995
The Recreation Committee once again began 1995 with the annual Easter Egg Hunt. The day was
cold and somewhat gray, but the children had a lot of fun finding the Easter Eggs hidden throughout the area
around the pavilion. Each child received an Easter basket filled with toys and candy in addition to the
Easter Eggs that were found during the hunt.
Graduation for Richmond Seniors was celebrated by a few graduates and their families at a potluck
supper at the Veterans Hall. The Recreation committee provided drinks, a beautiful graduation cake and gift
certificates to the graduates. Graduation is such a busy time in the Monadnock Region that it was hard to set
a date that most graduates could attend. The Committee may try to have this celebration early in 1 996 in the
hopes that more graduates will be able to attend.
Summer began with Red Cross swimming lessons at Camp Takoda. Swimming lessons are provided
free of charge to all children of town residents. Children as young as four and as old as fifteen attended
lessons. All levels of instruction were offered from beginners through advanced. Lessons were given three
days a week for three days. Children who attend all of the swimming sessions get the most out of the
lessons and many return every year to further advance their swimming skills. I have had the personal
experience of seeing many children learn to swim better each year due to these wonderful swimming
lessons.
Summer Day Camp was offered during the last week of July for a full 5 day week. Camp was held
at the Town Pavilion and was coordinated by a Director who was supported by volunteers, counselors and
specialists. This was the second year that camp was offered free of charge to all town residents. The camp
was also offered to children who ranged in age from two to twelve. Parents were encouraged to bring their
younger children if they were able to chaperone them during camp activities. Camp activities included daily
arts and crafts projects, games and water play. Special presentations included a visit from the Richmond
Fire Department, a class with Judith Graves of Lambs and Thyme, outdoor science presentations, a class on
animal maintenance and care given by RoseAnn Amato. Children performed in a talent show for parents on
Family Night. Family Night was a potluck supper attended by parents and day camp participants.
Summer ended with Richmond Days on Labor Day weekend, the Recreation Committee helped to
organize the town parade. Town residents were encouraged to participate by preparing a float and a group
of young adults dressed up as clowns and gave out candy and small flags to children along the parade's path.
During the annual chicken barbecue, the Recreation Committee offered games and prizes for children. The
emphasis this year was on fun for the children. Every child who played a game won a prize and many came
back to play again and again. Games included a pennytoss into goblets, fishing and lollipop lottery and
bowling. All of the money raised was donated to the Richmond Library.
The annual Halloween party was held at the pavilion on Sunday, October 29th and was well
attended. A large bonfire was set with the help of some of our volunteer firemen. Adults and children
participated in the costume contest. Winners received small gifts. Children ate donuts from string, played
with pinatas, painted pumpkins, decorated balloons and went on a spook walk. Refreshments were served
throughout the night and when the evening was all over a few volunteers stayed to help clean-up though
most everything had already been eaten up!
Thank you to everyone who volunteered and helped to make 1995 an exciting and enjoyable year for
the Recreation Committee. We are sorry to have had to accept the resignation of Gail Hummel this year.
Her contributions to the Recreation Committee will be missed.
Diane Bush Gail Hummel
Rose Ann Amato Delores Keene
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ROAD AGENTS REPORT
This year, mud season came in January. February saw ice
filling up the ditches and spreading out on to the roadways.
March brought warmer temperatures, and pot holes, April brought
wind storms which downed trees and beavers.
April 19th started grading roads, earliest within memory,
all roads were graded by the time black flies hit town.
Sandy Pond Road and Mill Road were shimed with asphalt and
sealed, along with cleaning the ditches, culverts and turn outs
Scott Mt Road at the far end was widened to make better
access to turn around for the plow and sand trucks.
Work on the Whipple Hill Bridge continued and nearing
completion, will now carry any legal load.
3000 cubic yards of gravel was crushed at Ed Martins pit.
Calcium chloride was used for dust control through out the dry
summer
.
The contract for winter maintanence was awarded to Dan
Firmin for the 95-96 winter season.
Leonard Davis, Road Agent
1995 RICHMOND ARCHIVES REPORT
1995 was a busy year for the Richmond Archive. The task of painting the
walls was a labor intensive one due to moving all of the shelving and
materials. The previous paint job was eighteen years ago. An adjacent
storage room was also converted into archive space. Additional metal shelving
was purchased. Many thanks to volunteers Lynn Davis and Sandy Laughner for
their long hours of help in painting and moving materials. In 1996 more re-
organization is planned. Visits were a bit curtailed during the painting and
moving process. Inquiries by phone and mail were carried out. All written
requests are on file along with a copy of the answers for each request . These
extensive files are kept by the archivist to maintain further requests, share
with others information already gathered, and to preserve a record of work
done. For an appointment to visit please call 239-4598. Visits can be
planned Tuesday thru Friday 9 A.M. until noon. The Archive is under the
guardianship of the Richmond Public Library Trustees (per Town Meeting 1978)
.
Position of Archivist and assistant are voluntary. Anyone interested in
preservation work and training to work please call the Richmond Public Library
Trustees. State, University and Historical Societies sponsor courses during
the year in training for preservation work. A warm welcome to Sandy Laughner
as new assistant archivist.
Respectfully submitted, Norma Thibodeau, Archivist
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
Annual update from the Richmond Public Library...
It's been another great year for our library. We've added 30 people to our regular roster of
"borrowers": 18 adults and 12 children/juniors. The library collection has increased by 527 books,
23 videos and 2 CD discs. Our new set of Encyclopedia Britannica is on the shelf. In addition to
new children's books and adult reading material, we added to our junior fiction, non-fiction and
general reference books. . Installation of six new bulletin boards makes it easier to post information
useful to library users and to call attention to new materials and services. More shelving and
reorganization was done throughout '95.
Our access to Keene State College and Keene Public Library card catalogs (among others) via our
computer and new modem has proven successful. Utilizing the State Library services via the fax
machine has also been beneficial to our patrons.
Thanks to the sponsorship of the Friends of the Library, 57 children participated in the summer
reading program.
We are a small town library, but not limited to what we can offer the citizens of Richmond. Many,
many people are responsible for making this possible: through town appropriations, private
donations of individuals and various civic organizations, Friends of the Library, and proceeds from
book sales of local authors. The list doesn't stop there. We want to thank those who have donated
their time and services. We have people behind the scenes providing a variety of services for our
Library. To all of you who have made such valuable contributions toward improving our library and
to all our patrons, we "thank you" for your continued support.
Included on that special list is Peg Bartram. We "thank you" Peg for your many, many years of
devotion to the Richmond Library. Your years of service as a Trustee are many; your personal
contributions can't be measured. You (and Stan) provided us with strong leadership and support for
which we are forever grateful. Thanks, Peg, and best wishes in your new home away from home.
To our regular patrons, we enjoy seeing you. If you haven't been in lately, stop in. Let us know
what you need. If we don't have it, we'll get it for you. If we don't have a service you would like
to see us offer, let us know. We are open Tuesdays and Saturdays, and you can contact Dianne by
calling 239-6164. We hope to see you real soon.
Respectfully submitted,
Dianne Jacobson, Librarian
Sheila Blair Bloom, Trustee - President
Sandy Holbrook, Trustee - Treasurer




January 1, 1995 - December 31, 1995




NOW Acct. Int. $189.84
Donations 1,960.10
Atkins Trust for Encyclopedia Set 1,400.00












Fuel Oil/Furnace Maintenance 555.00
Grounds Upkeep/Maintenance 75.00
Total 12,974.64
Balance on hand as of December 31, 1995









Archives Trust $1,008.66 $ 1,113.09
Atkins Trust 5,620.42 4,173.54**
Building Fund 825.19 825.19
General Purpose 463.02 475.92
Orcutt Trust 979.06 978.59**
Bartram Trust Vanguard $10,401.54
Respectfully submitted,
Sandra J. Holbrook, Treasurer
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Allen, Daniel - C
Allen, Emily F
Allen, Emily F - C
Allen, Mark




Amato, Child - C












Bachynski, Raymond Jr - C





Ball, Russell A.J - C
Barfield, Brian K
Barfield, Karen L
Barfield, Kyle J - C
Barfield, Ryan H - C
Barlow, Maria
Barlow, Roy E
Bartos, Isabel M - C










Becklo, Andrew C - C
Becklo, Bonnie L
Becklo, Carl H
Becklo, Cassandra L - C



















Bielunis, Amy L - C
Bielunis, David J - C
Bielunis, Pamela J















Blanchard, Kimberly E - C
















Boudreau, Nicole M - C
Boulay, Joseph
Boyce, Joshua N - C
Boyce, Raymond N
Boyce Sarah A - C
Brady, Emma E - C
Brady, James M


































Butterfield, Kristen R - C
Butterfield, Megan L - C
Butterfield, Rachal A - C
Caldwell, Jennifer










Carnie, Meghan J - C
Carrier, Mary E
Carrier, Roger A Sr
Clark, marcia A
Clark, Sara A - C









































Dalton, Danielle M - C






















Doubleday, Lena - C




















































Frazier, Christopher J Jr - C
Frazier, Christopher J Sr - C
Frazier, Laura L
Frazier, Roland
Frazier, William C Sr




Frye, Melissa A - C











Goldberg-Jaffe Noah - C
Goldberg-Jaffe Sam - C
Goodell, Boyd E
Goodell, Pamala R
Goodnow, Christopher N - C
Goodnow, Jennifer A - C
Goodnow, Kathy J
Goodnow, Lloyd P































Haskins, Child - C
Haskins, Child - C
Haskins, Rebeeca
Haskins, Terry
Hatch, John T - C












Heise, Roy B II












Hillock, Amy L - C
Hillock, Angela S - C
Hillock, Audrey, R
Hillock, Homer K
Hillock, John J Sr
Hillock, John S - S
Hillock, Lori D
















Hummel, Alexander L - C
Hummel, Gail E























































Lancey, Haley M - C




















Lewis, Kim M - C







































































Morris, Sandra K - C
Morse, Franklin A
Morse, Harry C
Mountford, Amanda O - C
Mountford, Heather V
Mountford, James
Mountford, James IV - C
Mueller, Donald A
Mueller, Jason C - C
Mueller, Jocelyn D - C
Mueller, Susanne




Nearing, Casey R - C
Nearing, Erin F - C








Novak, Jessica N - C
Novak, Robert A
Novak, Shannon S - C
Novak, Thomas R - C
O'Brien, Laurie A
O'Brien, Mark E - C
O'Brien, Michael E
O'Brien, Michael E Jr - C
O'Brien, Pamala J
O'Brien, Patrick J - C
O'Brien, Robert J Jr
O'Rorke Erin H - C
O'Rorke Hugh J
O'Rorke Shanna L - C
O'Rorke Teresa M
Olney, Carolyn M
Olney, Christopher T - C
Olney, Daniel T
Olney, Rachel A - C
Oxx, Carol P
Oxx, Gordon D










































































































Short, Cassy L - C
Short, Dawn L










Smith, Adam J - C
Smith, Alan D
Smith, Barry, M - C
Smith, Cecilia A
Smith, Dorothy M
Smith, Jennifer M - C
Smith Lacie M - C
Smith, Lloyd S
Smith, Malorie E - C
Smith, Mary M
Smith, Roger A
Snow, Alicia L - C




Spath, Andrew - C












Swanson, Edwin R Sr









Tarver, Jeffery M - C
Tarver, Jerermy I - C
Tarver, Malcolm P
Taylor, Dana A












Tourigny, Levi J - C
Tourigny, Seth L - C
Underwood, Kim K
Van Brocklin, Sylvia M
Van Brocklin, Robert H
Van Valzah, Robert D
Van Valzah, Doris M
VanBrocklin, Alison J
VanBrocklin, Andrew G - C
VanBrocklin, Emily - C
VanBrocklin, Hugh W
VanBrocklin, Laura J - C
Vantol, David H - C
Vantol, Pamela M
Vaughan, Debra A
Vaughan Susan N - C
Vaughan, Wesley T




























































Zitta, Josh F - C
Zitta, Karen E - C
Zitta, Katherine F





ALDRICH TED 87 NM
ALLEN MICHELLE 191 NM
ALLEN MICHELLE 192 SF
ARCHAMBAUT THERESA 4 NM
AUDETTE BETTY 147 SF
AUVIL SANDY 187 NM
BACHYNSKI AGGIE 217 SF
BAILEY MICHAEL 246 SF
BAILEY ROBERT 11 NM
BAILEY ROBERT 132 NM
BEAUREGARD MARCUS 211 NM
BEERS MARY 72 F
BERSAW DOUG 209 M
BERUBE KRISTEN 70 NM
BICKFORD CECILY 212 NM
BICKFORD CECILY 213 SF
BICKFORD CECILY 214 SF
BLAIS FRED 57 NM
BLAIS GEORGE 77 SF
BLANCHARD CATHY 101 NM
BLOOM JONATHAN 71 NM
BOCCALINI JOHN 20 SF
BOHM HOWARD 28 SF
BOISVERT LINDA 143 SF
BOSCARINO STEVEN 148 NM
BOSCARINO STEVEN 149 SF
BOUDREAU JC 93 NM
BRADY JAMES 219 F
BREDE DEBBIE 155 F
BREDE DEBBIE 156 F
BREWER GERALD INE 44 NM
BREWER GERALDINE 45 SF
BREWER KEVIN 124 NM
BREWER TIM 215 M
BROOKS KEVIN 172 M
BROOKS KEVIN 173 F
BROOKS KEVIN 174 F
BROOKS KEVIN 175 F
BROOKS PHYLIS 198 M
BUSH DIANE 73 NM
BUTTERFIELD KATHRYN 222 M
CALDWELL JENNIFER 190 NM
CALZINI JOSEPH 36 NM
CAMPBELL ED 83 SF
CAMPBELL ED 84 NM
CHRISTO LINDA 178 SF
CLARK STEVE 183 SF
COLL DEB 15 NM
COLL DEB 64 NM
COLSON HEATHER 30 SF
COMMON SHERRY 52 SF
COMMON SHERRY 53 NM
COMMON SHERRY 54 SF
COMMON SHERRY 55 NM
COMPTOIS PAUL 118 NM
COMPTOIS PAUL 119 F
CONANT DIANE 141 M
CONANT DIANE 142 M
CONDON BONNIE 188 SF
CONDON JEAN 5 NM
CONDON JEAN 6 M
CONDON LOREAL 39 SF
COREY JEANNINE 79 SF
















































































































































































































































































































































































NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Ackler, Dorothy
5.00A Tolman Place
Ahmed, Handi & Aida
10.00A
Aldrich, Theodore & Jaye
13.20A Carpenter Place
Allen, Charles & Latulippe, Jacqueline
3.50A Williams Lot
Allen, Mark & Michelle
4.11 A Barden Lot Tract 1
Altenburger, Joseph
5.20A Land Lot Tract B
Amato, Arthur T.
9.70A Part of Taft Lot
8.80A Camp Site







3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 8







1.8 Sandy Pond Lot
5.80A Part of Aldrich Lot






3.20A Part of Tolman Meadow
Bailey, Hamilton
20.00A Starkey Lot
20.20A Martin Cook Lot





60.00A Norwood Lot 1
40.00A Norwood Lot 2
100.00A NimsLot
116.50A Bryant Lot
33500 36500 70000 1719.90
40650 40650 998.77
50950 67000 117950 2898.03
26750 26750 657.25
39150 47350 86500 2125.31
36250 59900 96150 2362.41
40550 34950 75500 1855.04
13200 13200 324.32
30850 69250 100100 2459.46
27750 27750 681.82
10200 7950 18150 445.95
30500 33000 63500 1560.20
61700 61700 1515.97
2111 27500 91050 120661 2964.64
18704 55080 68400 142184 3493.46
































NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Baird, James
10.30A Andrew Baird Lot
12.00A Tucker Meadow
Baker, Irene
9.00A Part of Thayer Place
Balavender, Raymond & Doris
7.70A St. Clair Sub




Ballou, Ronald & Ruth
83.00A Cummings Lot
22.40A Bullock-Williams
Barlow, Roy & Maria
3.90A Aldrich Lot Tract 1
Barrett, Fredericks Barrett, Robert & Allen, Dorothy
15.00A Nutting Lot
Bartlett, Gerald & Eva
30.50A Bullock-Williams 2
Bartlett, Roy M. & Simone A.
9.30A Barber Lot
Bartos, Richard & Audette, Betty
5.90A Blodgett Place
Bartram, Stanley & Margaret
1 .40A Part of Gorham Place
Bassett, Cortland A
1 1 .40A Wood Lot










Beauregard, Mark & Rebecca
2.00A Pt of Mullen Lot
Beauvais,Charles
5.20A Bullock Road Lot 10
Becklo, Carl & Bonnie
21.70A
8.30A Robert Martin Lot 2
DBeers, Mary Hawley
5.01A Part of Beers Lot
Bennett, Shaun
5.00A Part of Bullock Lot
1 .25A Bolza Cottage











48800 63200 112000 2751.84
35350 114900 150250 3691 .64
6000 6000 147.42
45100 45100 1108.11
14450 6050 20500 503.69
47100 35150 82250 2020.88
30500 70600 101100 2484.03
9100 9100 223.59
32500 28750 61250 1504.91
3200 3200 78.62
1200 1200 29.48
46050 54950 101000 2481.57
22800 22800 560.20
36000 36000 884.52
34000 34600 68600 1685.50
27350 27350 671.99
2491 2491 61.20
2172 31750 71000 104922 2577.93
35250 52950 88200 2167.07
23800 23800 584.77
41900 14600 56500 1388.21
40000 40000 982.80
64.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Bense, Roger & Joanne
2.90A Morgan Reserve Lot 4
Berg, Christopher & Joanne
5.00A Curtiss Lot Tract 2
Bersaw, Douglas & Kathleen
6.40A Greenwoods Rd
Berube, Norman & Kristen
7.08A Barden Lot Tract 2
Bielunis, Alan & Pamela
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 4
Bigda, Richard
6.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 8





4.00A Land Lot Tract A
Blackledge, James & Maureen
1 1 .30A Brickyard Brook Lot 6




Blais, Frederick & Patricia
3.86A Brewer Lot
Blais, George & Helena
2.00A Southwick Place
Blanchard, Catherine
2.04A Otis Martin Lot 1
Blessed Sacrament Community
1 1 1 .87A Thompson-Howe Lot
Bloom, Jonathan & Blair, Sheila
2.10A Baird Home Place
7.30A Baird Place Ttact 2
Boccalini, John C.
28.00A Part of Walker Place
18.80A Walker Lot 3








Boscarino, Steven A. & Jean
6.1 1A Part of Fay Martin Farm
Boudreau, James G. & Gayle J
6.20A Coburn Lot 6
Boudreau, John & Lynn
7.50A Colony Hill Lot 19
5.00A Factory Land & Lots
1147
6614
30350 48450 78800 1936.12
37700 60150 97850 2404.17
43850 142000 185850 4566.33
41750 84400 126150 3099.51
42400 74350 116750 2868.55




27650 800 28450 699.02
27950 120700 149797 3680.51
26750 43250 70000 1719.90
28200 28200 692.87
33550 113150 146700 3604.42
32500 120250 • 152750 3753.07
29050 76600 105650 2595.82
40700 47314 1162.50
32650 112700 145350 3571.25
10950 10950 269.04
46700 98100 144800 3557.74
43900 43900 1078.62
37800 98350 136150 3345.21
28750 37850 66600 1636.36
28050 28050 689.19
23150 23150 568.80
43650 142150 185800 4565.11
29550 29550 726.04
50900 72000 122900 3019.65
34850 70450 105300 2587.22
65.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Boulay, Joseph & Crowl, Terri
4.60A Martin Rd 29400 83650 113050 2777.64
Box, Jeanne M.
3.32A Greenwoods Rd 25000 25000 614.25
Brady, James & Mary
7.04A Route 32 38150 120950 159100 3909.09
Bragg, Mark & Susann
15.70A L/B Martin Lot 53700 73400 127100 3122.85
Brewer, Geraldine
1 .00A Howe Tavern Lot 32500 58000 90500 2223.59
Brewer, Kevin & Mary
1 .00A Quaker Lot 28500 62050 90550 2224.81
Brewer, Timothy
2.00A Leon Amidon Place 29000 98450 127450 3131.45
Brewer, Timothy & Susan
9.00A Parker Meadow 27000 27000 663.39
Bridge, Ann M.
5.00A Twitchell Lot - East 717 717 17.62
5.00A Twitchell Lot - West 717 717 17.62
Briedis, Robert
23.63A Burgess Lot 9450 9450 232.19
Britha, Virginia
8.00A Sprague Lot 38000 116400 154400 3793.61
Brokenshire Trust
12.00A Home Site 52400 86350 138750 3409.09
0.50A Sandy Pond Lot 50000 50000 1228.50
12.00A Whitney Place 36500 36500 896.81
150.00A Tucker-Newell Lot 60000 60000 1474.20
Brokenshire, Helen
0.50A Cottage Lot - Campsite 22000 2250 24250 595.82
Brooks, Kevin & Paula
5.00A Goodnow Lot Tract 3 41650 70650 112300 2759.21
Brooks, Roger & Phyllis
1 .00A Sherwin Lot 17 17 0.42
18.00A BealsLot 286 15000 5450 20736 509.48
30.10A Rawding Place 2185 30000 90200 122385 3007.00
26.30A Part of E. Cass Place 2121 2121 52.11
0.75A House Lot 60 60 1.47
70.00A Naramore Lot 4732 4000 8732 214.55
40.00A Sherwin Lot 2330 2330 57.25
0.50A Rice Brook Camp 29 29 0.71
26.00A Rice Lot 1514 1514 37.20
Brown, Edwin & Deanna
3.00A Lord Lot 7500 7500 184.28
Brunelle, Richard & Deborah
2.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 3 21500 21500 528.26
Brunk, Kathryn & Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma
10.53A 58550 52200 110750 2721.13
Bruno, Anthony
5.30A Colony Hill Lot 21 38150 68550 106700 2621 .62
Bryan, Rev. John
12.00A Barms Place 47500 27900 75400 1852.58
66.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Budaj, Frank & Cynthia
0.60A Cass Pond Cottage Lot 25000 21200 46200 1135.13
Buffum, Warren J. & Cathy J.
15.70A Swan-Whipple Tract 1 1143 1143 28.08
Bugatch, Amy
1.1 OA Karen Jensen PI 26500 74350 100850 2477.88
Bugatch, Sharon & Thresher, Elmer & Hazel
2.00A Part of Southwick Lot 29000 79250 108250 2659.70
Burke, Sherry
2.1 OA Morgan Reserve Lot 21 33000 22250 55250 1357.49
Burns, August
12.10A L Howard Place 1125 1125 27.64
86.90A L Howard Place 8518 47200 106950 162668 3996.75
Burns, Randall
7.20A Pt of Hood Place 41100 48900 90000 2211.30
Bush, Christopher & Diane
28.50A Amidon Lot 420 33500 71600 105520 2592.63
Butterfield, James & Katheryn
7.20A Colony Hill Lot 16 40300 114350 154650 3799.75
Calabro, Joseph
2.00A Burgess Place 27500 61800 89300 2194.10
20.00A 2867 2867 70.44
Calzini, Richard & Patricia & Calzini, Joseph & Irene
39.33A Jacque Lot 2863 2863 70.34
7.00A Lang Lot Tract C 31800 85250 117050 2875.92
Campbell, Edward & Barbara
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 1 26100 26100 641.28
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 2 33600 69450
'
103050 2531.94
Carnie, James & Mary
3.22A Carnie Sub Lot 1 26750 26750 657.25
3.1 9A Carnie Sub Lot 2 26800 26800 658.48
25.60A Barden Lot Tract 3 59800 74100 133900 3289.92
Carrier, Roger Sr & Mary
1 .70A Davis & Montgomery Place 27050 46800 73850 1814.49
Cass, Estate, Lyman
25.00A Home Place 43900 10700 54600 1341.52
8.00A Crooker Meadow 3200 3200 78.62
Cauthern, Gene & Marita
32.80A Handy Lot 1358 1358 33.37
Cersosimo Lumber Co
133.40A Cass Lot 7769 7769 190.88
70.60A Part of Hill Lot 30900 30900 759.21
105.00A Swan Lot 64350 64350 1581.08
Cersosimo Anthony
33.80A Part of Hill Lot 16300 16300 400.49
47.00A Holden Lot 18800 18800 461 .92
Chamberlain, Mrs John
2.0A Ballou Place 3000 3000 73.71
Clark, James & Carol
3.16A 36600 95950 132550 3256.75
Clark, Steven & Marcia
3.80A Aldrich Lot Tract 2 35200 98200 133400 3277.64
67.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL 3ROSS TAX
Clarke, Maureen P.
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 10 34500 71500 106000 2604.42
Clow, Thomas
5.70A Coburn Lot 3 35250 42050 77300 1899.26
Cohen, Robert & Bernadette
3.43A Greenwoods Rd 33650 129400 163050 4006.14
Cohn, Martin & Marjorie
17.20A 1548 1548 38.03
Cole, Kenneth & Valerie
14.30A Boyce-Swan Lot 1666 1666 40.93
Cole, William & Debra
12.00A Barden Lot Tract 2 50300 86500 136800 3361.18
Colony Lot, Common Land
12.3A Common Land 895 895 21.99
Colson, Heather L. & Sielke, Karen
3.30A Phillips Place 35950 112150 148100 3638.82
Common, Steven & Sherry
3.50A St Clair Sub 23750 23750 583.54
5.00A Part of Atherton Lot 34550 66800 101350 2490.17
Conant, Diane
29.00A Perley Amidon Place 1514 23000 71050 95564 2348.01
Conant, Gilbert & Margaret
115.00A Mills Webster 7816 7816 192.04
Condon, Jean
3.70A Morgan Reserve Lot 31 31550 72900 104450 2566.34
Condon, Lloyd & Bonnie
7.05A Peables Place 47100 110800 157900 3879.60
Condon, Loreal
3.06A 37250 77550 114800 2820.64
Copeland, Glenn & Patricia
0.50A Part of Home Place 200 200 4.91
Corey, Ronna
5.12A Route 32 34550 49250 83800 2058.97
Corrigan, Michael & Elsie
35.00A Daniels Lot 59100 97150 156250 3839.06
Cosimini, Eugene & Legge, David
99.00A Wiswall Lot 81100 4850 85950 2111.79
Cossa, Mario
17.55A Adams Lot - South 1 1007 39350 93700 134057 3293.78
Courchene, Hector
12.50A Swan-Whipple Tract 3 910 910 22.36
Courchene, Hector & Janet
12.70A Swan-Whipple Tract 2 1063 1063 26.12
14.60A Swan-Whipple Tract 6 925. 925 22.73
48.00A Boyce Lot 5188 5188 127.47
50.10A Allen Lot 1515 1515 37.22
Cox, Nancy
5.70A Bullock Rd Lot 9 35250 49300 84550 2077.39
Coy, Robert & Mehaffey, Joyce
15.0A Burbank Lot 454 454 11.15
Coy, Robert
57.00A Part of Gorham Place 3512 41850 44700 90062 2212.82
68.







Csizmadia, Joseph & Eileen
3.1 OA Part of Beers Sub
Currier. Bruce
25.00A Martin Lot & Camp
Cuseo,George & Kathryn
1 .20A Putney Land
Cushing, Ronald & Gail
9.20A
Cyr, Gilbert
55.50A Quaker Lot Tract 1
81.00A BigelowLot
67.60A Liimatainen Place
47.40A Cronk Farm Lot 7
34.30A
D'Orio, Frank & Doris
5.1 OA Cragin Curtiss Tract 5






Davis, Leonard & Valma
14.49A Mary King Place
Davis, Lynn & Davis, Leonard R
3.05A Mary King Place
Davis, Maurice & Beverly




Dell, Christopher & Kathleen
15.00A Conway Place
Delo, Martha
50.00A Allen Taylor Lot
12.00A Burbank Lot
Demuth, Sharon
5.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 26
Desjardins, Paul & Madelyn
16.30A Part of Bassett Hill
1 .00A Garage Lot
Dexter, Frederick & Valerie




34750 58000 92750 2278.87
50200 60500 110700 2719.90
24200 24200 594.59
2073 34500 29100 65673 1613.59
25800 27900 53700 1319.41
41050 88000 129050 3170.76
5556 5556 136.51
5778 20000 8000 33778 829.93
5323 5323 130.79
5436 5436 133.56
3670 24000 27670 679.85
41200 81950 123150 3025.80
25700 25700 631.45




43750 53450 97200 2388.20
32350 58550 90900 2233.41
36600 60300 96900 2380.83
2400 2400 58.97
1864 1864 45.80






32500 72800 105300 2587.22
47300 83800 131100 3221.13
69.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL (3ROSS TAX
Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano
0.50A Williams Mill & Lot 22350 14850 37200 914.00
1.70A Phillips Lot Tract 2 2550 2550 62.65
0.30A Blake Lot Tract 3 450 450 11.06
23.50A Phillips Lot 18800 18800 461 .92
36.30A Blake Lot 29050 29050 713.76
5.20A Phillips Lot Tract 1 31650 12450 44100 1083.54
Dilello, Catheryn
1 .60A House Lot 30500 38400 68900 1692.87
Dimeglio, Joan E (Wilson)
6.30A Colony Hill Lot 15 39150 39150 961.92
Dixon, Dean
3.48A Brickyard Brook Lot 32200 170600 202800 4982.80
Dodge, Brian Keith
23.60A 42050 42050 1033.17
Don Browo, Joseph & Sharon
22.60A Don Browo Tract B 2953 25000 27953 686.81
Donohue, Laurie
11.55 A 38900 38900 955.77
Dorey, Christopher
22.80A Don Browo Tract C 2982 25000 27982 687.52
Douglas, Arthur
2.42A 22150 22150 544.23
2.00A Bolles Place 23525 21350 44875 1102.58
Drew, B. J. & Margaret
9.30A Fisher Lot Tract 5 34500 34500 847.67
Drew, Gardner
185.46A Fay Martin Farm 6643 95200 101843 2502.28
Drew, Richard & Alicia
40.00A Martin Lot 16000 16000 393.12
Drogaris, Aristotelis & Marie
2.20A Rt 119 34300 102000 136300 3348.89
Duca, Robert & Maureen
0.25A Barrus Lot 21000 36950 57950 1423.83
Dunn, Thomas & June
5.02A Cronk Farm Lot 4 35400 58100 93500 2297.30
Dunton, Joanne F. & Cote, Gerald H.
22.00A Bowen Lot 780 28300 99550 128630 3160.44
1 .80A Amidon Lot 54 54 1.33
Dupuis, Sybil
15.00A Bullock Lot Tract 1 2150 2150 52.83
Eismont, Rostilav & Jean
1.1 OA Part of Burgess Place 2 5500 5500 135.14
2.30A Part of Burgess Place 2 16750 16750 411.55
4.44A Jacobson Lot 30050 30050 738.33
5.10A Putney Place 33650 51700 85350 2097.05
26.43A Adams Lot - South 2 43900 43900 1078.62
Erickson, Wayne Sr & Karen
9.30A Fisher Lot Tract 6 41400 83750 125150 3074.94
Fairbanks, Orvis & Donna
12.50A Swan-Whipple Tract 4 1456 1456 35.77
Fall, William
6.20A Martin Lot 25800 25800 633.91
70.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Faust, Alfred
61.00A Garfield Place 4295 32500 15200 51995 1277.52
Fedor, Stephen & Elizabeth
64.00A Quinn-Grogan Lot 2349 35500 134000 171849 4222.33
Felegara, Robert & Elizabeth
3.44A Cronk Farm Tract 2 31150 69700 100850 2477.88
Filipi, Arnie & Theresa
5.1 1A Part of S Bowen Lot 34150 117950 152100 3737.10
Fillian Trust, Rev
35.00A Part of L Cass Lot 3413 3413 83.86
Finley, James & Olive
29.10A Lang Lot Tract J 3186 29750 35050 67986 1670.42
Fish Jr, O'Neil & Viola
0.75A Home Place 19000 19000 466.83
Flagler Jr, Richard E.
3.47A Cronk Farm Lot 1 31900 85650 117550 2888.20
Flaherty, John
15.90A Bullock-Williams Lot 3 234 29000 64950 94184 2314.10
Flanders, Dana & Carol
5.10A Cragin Curtis Tract 3 34550 81150 115700 2842.75
Flanders Revocable Trust
97.70A Eller Hale Lot 5260 27500 57300 90060 2212.77
Foote Jr, George
73.42A Howe Lot 2614 2614 64.23
79.00A Payne Lot 2389 2389 58.70
Ford, Richard
13.30A Swan-Whipple Tract 5 968 968 23.78
Foster, Cecily
1.00A Smith Place 31000 52450 83450 2050.37
Foster, Joyce
9.50A Prescott Lot 41550 22500 64050 1573.71
4.80A Pratt Lot 688 688 16.90
Foumier, Francis & Emily
10.64A 41000 57100 98100 2410.32
Frampton, David & Margaret
7.50A Tolman Meadow 92 30000 78200 108292 2660.73
8.30A Twitchell Lot 139 139 3.42
Franzen, William J. & Robin S.
50.00A Leonard Lot 2985 21200 24185 594.23
Frazier, Christopher
2.70A Hooper Land 28550 73500 102050 2507.37
Freeport Development, Inc
168.00A Allen Pasture 13740 13740 337.59
Friedberg, Frederick & Alice
1 .60A Morgan Reserve Lot 8 28400 23050 51450 1264.13
Frye, Anthony & Catherine
5.90A Colony Hill Lot 20 34850 118800 153650 3775.18
Fusco, Mark Anthony
1.00A Burrill Lot & Camp 23000 19000 42000 1031.94
Gagnon, Hilaire & Elsie
1.00A House Lot 20000 20000 491.40
Galbreath, FLoyd & Geneive
2.00A Pt of Jones Land 29000 33300 62300 1530.71
71.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Gallagher, Steven & Diana
4.00A Knight Plact Tract 1 34000 87800 121800 2992.63
Galloway, Thomas A.
20.00A Wright Meadow 9550 9550 234.64
Gamelin, John & Sonya
27.00A Wilber Lot 10800 10800 265.36
Garone, Marsha L.
137.00A Freeman Place 9682 39500 203700 252882 6213.31
Gehling, Leslie T.
1 .00A Home Lot 20500 5550 26050 640.05
Germain, Karl & Brenda
3.65A Greenwoods Rd 31500 87950 119450 2934.89
Gilman, Charles
3.00A Martin Homestead 34650 94800 129450 3180.59
Gioshes, Leo & Shirley & Koch, Joseph & Maureen
151.00A Flint-Whipple Lot 60400 60400 1484.03
Glick, John A.
49.00A Cook Place 57850 50100 107950 2652.33
Goelz, Peter
2.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 9 30300 66700 97000 2383.29
Goldberg, Fred & Jaffee, Roberta
20.00A Shinn Place 51400 66300 117700 2891.89
Goodell, Boyd & Pamela
30.50A Lang Lot Tract H 471 30000 78200 108671 2670.05
Goodnow, Lloyd & Kathy
5.30A Don Browo Tract A 35700 155500 191200 4697.78
Gorman, Robert & Judith
28.70A Cliff Goodell Place 55100 170350 225450 5539.31
Grandy, Henry & Adell & Chester & Albona
10.00A Southergreen Place 55200 10650 65850 1617.93
Grashow, Gary & Davidson, Lisa
13.90A Nancy Brown Lot 1157 1157 28.43
Graves, David & Judith
50.20A Bullock-Williams Lt 7 5298 5298 130.17
15.00A Bullock & Whitcomb 54100 107250 161350 3964.37
Greenfield Co
46.90A Cook Lot 6724 6724 165.21
29.80A J Beaman Lot 2 4272 4272 104.96
10.30A J Beaman Lot 3 1477 1477 36.29
15.90A Martin Lot Tract 1 32450 32450 797.30
Greenhalgh, Charlotte
2.30A Morgan Reserve Lot 22 25100 25100 616.71
Grippardi, Robert
11.10A Granite Hill Lot 5 524 33100 107750 141374 3473.56
Guerra, Ann
1.00A Home Place 26000 28500 54500 1339.07
Gunnerson, Darren & Madden, Tracy
5.30A Fisher Lot Tract 9 45850 93750 139600 3429.97
Gurian, Michael
120.00A Lewis Cass Place 15483 44900 113450 173833 4271 .08
Gustafson, Michael & Patty
5.40A Coburn Lot 2 35000 65300 100300 2464.37
72.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL <3ROSS TAX
Gutknecht, Charles & Marjory
4.40A Route 32 31800 74250 106050 2605.65
Hallas, Henry & Louise
18.30A Part of Taylor Lot 291 20000 20291 498.55
25.00A Perry Place 50 71500 47400 118950 2922.60
7.00A Part of Mattson Place 118 118 2.90
Hallas, Herbert
12.00A Part of Holbrook Lot 9600 9600 235.87
40.50A Part of Taylor Lot 59450 59450 1460.69
Halpern, Carol
1.40A Morgan Reserve Lot 17 29500 53600 83100 2041 .77
Hamdi, Afaf
8.10A 33000 33000 810.81
Hamilton, W. Michael & Castellino, Comeau & Collier
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 13 35000 22800 57800 1420.15
Hamm, George & Verena
15.80A Nichols Lot 9100 900 10000 245.70
Hammond Trust, Horace & Lemira
1.1 OA Prescott Place 27650 46650 74300 1825.55
Harpe, Violet
60.00A Dick Martin Mill Lot 81500 23400 104900 2577.39
Harris, Arthur & Patricia
5.30A Granite Hill Lot 2 41350 102300 143650 3529.48
Harvey, Alan
1.00A Ryan Home Place 27500 26350 53850 1323.09
Haskins, Terence & Rebecca
5.00A Stanley Amidon Place 38050 106800 144850 3558.96
Hatch, William & Patricia
12.58A Fisher Lot Tract 4 48200 111250 159450 3917.69
Haught, Robert & Anna
4.00A OT Cass Lot 32000 51250 83250 2045.45
Hayward, Frederick & Carole
1.70A E. Cass Place 27050 115500 142550 3502.45
Heimann II, Charles J.
10.00A J. Beaman Lot 1 242 242 5.95
71.00A Dr Cass Lot R11 2700 2700 66.34
160.00A Williams-Black R14 9512 9512 233.71
15.00A R10B 4927 4927 121.06
78.00A R10C 3468 3468 85.21
34.00A Twitchell Lot R2 2742 2742 67.37
0.38A 38 38 0.93
4.00A 97 97 2.38
10.00A 242 242 5.95
Heimann, Marjorie
34.00A Activity Area R27 1839 1839 45.18
94.00A Activity Area R26 3357 3357 82.48
45.00A Bowen Lot R21 1089 1089 26.76
334.00A Aldrich-Cass Lot R4 24767 26560 153700 205027 5037.51
225.00A Ware Lot R9 5443 5443 133.73
23.00A Thompson Lot R20 1855 1855 45.58
20.00A TaftLotR13 1183 1183 29.07
9.00A Putney Lot R1
2
532 532 13.07
45.00A Harris Lot R16 2661 2661 65.38
73.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL (3ROSS TAX
Heimann, Marjorie
75.00A Sawyer Putney Lot R5 5424 5424 133.27
17.00A Honey Lot R24 1005 1005 24.69
4.31A Honey Hill Lot 9 24950 24950 613.02
3.54A Honey Hill Lot 10 23800 23800 584.77
6.41 A Honey Hill Lot 11 28100 28100 690.42
1 1 .40A K. Fisher Lot 276 276 6.78
Heise II, Roy & Jennifer
6.30A Nutting-Coburn Lot 37200 68450 105650 2595.82
Heise, Roy & Shirley
32.00A OT Cass Lot 63200 63200 1552.82
9.66A Cass Wood Lot 10850 10850 266.58
80.00A Jonas Wheeler Place 213000 165600 378600 9302.20
4.00A 24500 24500 601.97
Heller, Robert & Cynthis
3.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 13 36350 99450 135800 3336.61
Herman, Kenneth & Melissa
7.20A Colony Hill Lot 16 436 29025 145750 175211 4304.93
Herman, Kenneth & Melissa
6.24A Greenwoods Rd 895 895 21.99
Herman, Thomas
2.00A Morgan Reserve Lt 2 29000 46750 75750 1861.18
Herron, John M. & Linda S.
5.00A 36950 125100 162050 3981.57
Hill, David & Patricia
2.50A 358 358 8.80
6.50A 791 791 19.43
1.60A 116 116 2.85
Hill, Jonathan
12.00A BigelowLot 3575 3575 87.84
Hill, Jonathan & Jennie Lu & Joslin, Roger & Ruth
1.1 5A Bennett Home Place 37000 50950 87950 2160.93
29.00A Scott Lot 3169 3169 77.86
1.00A 143 143 3.51
2.75A 1309 1309 32.16
1 .00A Prescott Lot 73 73 1.79
3.00A Scott Mowing 289 289 7.10
Hill, Mark
3.40A 25000 3950 28950 711.30
Hill, Rebecca & Jennie Lu
4.00A 795 795 19.53
0.33A Schoolhouse Lot 15000 5400 20400 501 .23
Hill, Rebecca & Jennie Lu
6.00A Lawrence Flat 2191 2191 53.83
Hill, Timothy
32.00A Irene Lot 2546 2546 62.56
5.00A Scott Meadow 364 364 8.94
Hillock, John & Audrey
1.75A Robert Hillock Land 29250 37950 67200 1651.10
Hillock, William & Lori
5.49A 38750 43150 81900 2012.28
74.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Hoar, Alexander
90.00A Martin Lot & Camp 10134 6200 3450 19784 486.09
Holbrook Family Trust
55.00A Piper-Sherwin Lot 7885 7885 193.73
192.00A Noah Perry Place 26952 32000 78850 137802 3385.80
Holbrook, Sandra
6.20A Morse Place 38800 30400 69200 1700.24
Holland, Ronald & Emily
4.20A Goodnow Lot Tract 1 39850 86850 126700 3113.02
Hollenbeck, Burton & Mary E.
5.40A 42550 133950 176500 4336.61
Holm, Donald & Marion
0.50A Home Place 25500 37550 63050 1549.14
Homestead Woolen Mills
120.00A Taylor Lot 67200 67200 1651.10
Honey Hill Investment Corp
148.00A R10A 10128 10128 248.84
3.16A Honey Hill Lot 1 26900 26900 660.93
3.19A Honey Hill Lot 2 21150 21150 519.66
3.26A Honey Hill Lot 3 23900 23900 587.22
4.39A Honey Hill Lot 4 33800 33800 830.47
3.19A Honey Hill Lot 5 23300 23300 572.48
3.1 9A Honey Hill Lot 6 27650 27650 679.36
4.04A Honey Hill Lot 7 24900 24900 611.79
4.35A Honey Hill Lot 8 25050 25050 615.48
Honkala, Michael & Glenn, Melinda
90.00A Randall Lot 2407 32950 35500 70857 1740.96
Hopkins, Delmar & Linda
4.60A Goodnow Lot Tract 2 40550 67700 108250 2659.70
Hornak, William & Toni
45.00A Hill Lot 5242 5242 128.80
15.00A Beaman Lot 1 1747 1747 42.92
212.00A Allen Lot 30392 30392 746.73
Howard, Rodney & Lorraine
5.30A Granite Hill Lot 1 31800 31800 781.33
Howes, Candace & Margaret
16.20A Lyons Place 55300 44600 99900 2454.54
Howland, Hornby
48.10A Sprague Rd 808 808 19.85
3.25A 11800 11800 289.93
3.28A 11800 11800 289.93
Hrynewsky, Charles
5.80A Wakefield Tavern 47300 170400 217700 5348.89
Hulett, Geraid & Marguerite
7.00A Shinn Lot & House 36500 74300 110800 2722.36
3.00A Whipple Hill 32050 25850 57900 1422.60
Hulse, James & Denise
5.00A Rt 32/Greenwoods Rd 35650 35650 875.92
Hummel, Robert & Gail
6.60A Brickyard Brook Lot 12 39400 106450 145850 3583.53
Humphrey, Austin & Lahoma
6.90A Bullock Rd Lot 7 41950 76550 118500 2911.55
75.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Hybels, Robert & Marjorie
85.50A Cy Taylor Lot 7967
38.70A Swan-Corliss Lot
Isaac, Barbara






Jacobson, Eino & Sara
6.40A Brickyard Brook Lot 2
Jacobson, Paul & Eino
0.37A Part of Corner Store
1 .00A 4 Corners Store, Lnd Ex
Jacobson, Paul & Linda
2.00A Home Place - East





33.00A Carl Johnson Lot 12566
Johnson, Albert & Elinor
5.10A Lang Lot Track K
Johnson, C. Walter
60.00A Martin Lot
Johnson, Carl & Haversat, Eric J. & Patricia J.
0.90A Cass Pond Lots 1,2,3
Johnson, Carl W & Gloria E








Joslin, Roger & Ruth & Hill, Jonathan & Jennie Lu
1 5.00A Carpenter Lot 1 092
Karevy, Albert & Harville, Patti
2.50A Campbell Place
Keane, Stephen & Delores
5.30A Route 32
Keane, William & Andrew
3.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 11
Keames, Kenneth
38.94A Perry Lot 3269
Keenean, James
33.00A Buffum Lot 3127
Keene, City of
0.50A Part of Swan Place
7967 195.75
21650 2400 24050 590.91
35100 22200 57300 1407.86
6050 6050 148.65
24850 600 25450 625.31
26000 47050 73050 1794.84
41150 96900 138050 3391.89
1850 1850 45.45
41000 130550 171550 4214.98
26500 26500 651.11
29000 53600 82600 2029.48




37500 20650 58150 1428.75
26500 32600 62203 1528.33
10000 10000 245.70
29600 27250 56850 1396.80
37600 65500 103100 2533.17
33860 69150 103010 2530.96
1092 26.83
28250 65400 93650 2300.98
28700 28700 705.16
23800 850 24650 605.65
3269 80.32
44850 125100 173077 4252.50
2500 2500 61.43
76.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL ISROSS TAX
Kelley, Elizabeth
51.80A Starkey-Bullock Lot 87300 10500 97800 2402.95
Kellogg, Joseph & Hope
6.72A Route 32 38200 93450 131650 3234.64
Kellom, Richard
60.00A Sprague Lot 3315 3315 81.45
Kent, Randie & Phillip
4.50A Part of Swan Lot 9450 9450 232.19
2.80A Part of Fisher Lot 32750 28350 61100 1501.23
Kibler, Lewis & Priscilla 0.00
34.00A Amidon-Starkey Lot 2475 2475 60.81
50.00A Perry Home Place 2912 2912 71.55
Kibler, Priscilla P.
59.00A Mary Perry Lot 6293 6293 154.62
Kimball, Albert & Marie
1 .46A Buckley Lot 22800 5900 28700 705.16
Knowlton, Paul & Marie
9.90A Bullock Rd Lot 3 52350 51100 103450 2541.77
Koch, Larry
3.16A Lot 4 29100 29100 714.99
Koch, Larry & Donna
3.27A Lot 2 38600 140100 178700 4390.66
Kochman, David & Rose
4.14A Part of Brickyard Lot 33200 174800 208000 5110.56
Kozlowski, Joseph & Marilyn
40.00A Martin Lot & Camp 69200 159800 229000 5626.53
Kroll, Charles & Madeline
5.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 9 36950 37400 • 74350 1826.78
Krouse, Frank & Joan
7.30A Part of Thompson-Howe Lot 40800 12500 53300 1309.58
Labbe, Linda
1.75A Shinn Land 28200 23850 52050 1278.87
Labelle, Grover & Marilyn
1.00A Home Place 27500 15550 43050 1057.74
LaBranche, Robert & Evelyn
4.20A Part of Packard Lot 28300 28300 695.33
Laitinen, James & Elaine
62.40A 5694 28500 127950 162144 3983.88
Lancey, Calvin & Lisa
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 6 33600 63300 96900 2380.83
Lanick Estate, Jerry
1.60A 23000 23000 565.11
1 .30A Part of Freeman Land 29000 28200 57200 1405.40
Laplume, Russell & Judith
7.97A Greenwoods Rd 40550 75550 116100 2852.58
Laquerre, Conrad
3.03A Martin Lot Sub 24100 24100 592.14
3.04A Martin Lot Sub 28150 28150 691.65
3.22A Martin Lot Sub 24400 24400 599.51
3.10A Martin Lot Sub 24935 24935 612.65
4.65A Martin Lot Sub 28300 28300 695.33
4.49A Martin Lot 33500 33500 823.10
77.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Laughner, Paul Jr & Susan
7.60A Nash Place 652 32000 52950 85602 2103.24
4.40A Atherton Lot 631 631 15.50
Lawrence, Eugene & Deborah
5.60A Coburn Lot 4 36850 56400 93250 2291.15
Lawson Trust, Clifford & Mary
23.00A Scott Lot 46000 46000 1130.22
Lay, Michael & Elizabeth
100.00A Severence Place 144500 57450 201950 4961.91
Layman, Christine & Briggs, Kenneth
3.80A Jacobson Sub 37300 70400 107700 2646.19
Lescynski, Henry & Nancy
10.40A Bullock Rd Lot 4 51050 54050 105100 2582.31
Leslie, Richard & Robin
5.00A Part of Conway Place 33500 70350 103850 2551.59
Lewis MD, Robert
52.80A St Clair Lot 4761 4761 116.98
10.20A Edith Amidon Place 1462 1462 35.92
3.00A Edith Amidon Place 31450 53050 84500 2076.17
1.1 OA Edith Amidon Place 20500 20500 503.69
Lewis, Hester & Grant, Joyce
7.60A Morgan Reserve Lot 14 45450 37750 83200 2044.22
Lewis, Richard & Tokunaga, Annette
3.30A Morgan Reserve Lot 29 30950 69850 100800 2476.66
Liimantainen, Oiva & Eleanor
10.30A Goodnow Lot Tract 4 49350 69150 118500 2911.55
Lounder, Margaret & Dorothy
3.00A Lounder Place 34000 35450 69450 1706.39
Lucey Etal, James R
46.00A Lang Lot Tract I 6595 6595 162.04
Lucey, James & Roberta
27.50A Lang Lot Tract G 3942 3942 96.85
9.00A Lang Lot Tract E 40550 53600 94150 2313.27
MacNeil, Deborah
3.62A Tract 3 34950 83450 118400 2909.09
Maden, Suzanne
66.00A Lawrence Lot 6213 6213 152.65
15.00A Nash Lot 2150 2150 52.83
Majoy, Peter
33.50A Bowen Place 62500 66900 129400 3179.36
Marcotte, Kevin
20.51A 45950 4350 50300 1235.87
Margand, Gerald J.
6.90A Greenwoods Rd 44900 74950 119850 2944.71
Marrotte, Arthur & Jeanette
5.40A Mill Lot 34100 30000 64100 1574.94
Marsh, Russell
0.50A Harry Hooper Land 23000 40650 63650 1563.88
Martin Jr, Edward
56.60A Otis Martin Lot 11308 20000 3600 34908 857.69
Martin Jr, Eunice & Edward
20.00A Part of Martin Farm 2537 7500 1750 11787 289.61
30.00A Home Place 4698 31000 50000 85698 2105.60
78.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Martin, Nelson & Frances
2.00A E. Starkey Place




Mattson, Weldon & Karen
6.20A Martin Lot
May, Richard & Shirley
5.13A Prentice Lot
McCaffrey, William & Margot




McCarthy, Richard & Elizabeth
31 .60A Granite Hill Lot 7 740
McCobb, Ralph & Doreen




1.1 3A Williams Mill Site
McLaughlin, Mathew
5.20A Fisher Lot Tract 10
McLeod, Charles
7.6 Taylor Hill Rd
3.0A
McWha, William
0.42A Cass Pond Lots 4 & 5
McWhirk, Kathryn
55.80A Home Place 2532
3.00A Cottage Lot
Meade, Kenneth
1.10A Walter Johnson Place
Menter, John & Sheila
2.50A Boquist Lot
Merrifield, Francis & Velma
10.00A Home Place
Merrifield Jerald & Susan
2.70A Boyeson Lot
17.00A Home Place South Lot 1
Merwin, Agustus & Eleanor
39.79A Ray Whipple Place 3742
Meuse, William & Michelle
2.50A Boquist Lot 2
Milas, Stanley & Mary
5.10A Brickyard Brook Lot 3
Miner, Susan
5.00A Greenwoods Rd
Modeen, Mark & Cynthia
5.60A
23250 23250 571.25
32500 60650 93150 2288.70
53900 35350 89250 2192.87
47100 61650 108750 2671.99




32500 129350 162590 3994.84
26500 17300 43800 1076.17
36950 48700 85650 2104.42
26500 24250 50750 1246.93
38950 73150 112100 2754.30
35770 104850 140620 3455.03
24688 . 24688 606.58
21000 19700 40700 1000.00
36500 43100 82132 2017.98
32500 21600 54100 1329.24
28000 46500 74500 1830.47
29750 19650 49400 1213.76
59250 44450 103700 2547.91
30950 46450 77400 1901.72
38000 38000 933.66
35500 91100 130342 3202.50
29750 59300 89050 2187.96
29300 29300 719.90
30700 21100 51800 1272.73
36850 75100 111950 2750.61
79.
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Monadnock Trust
146.40A Cook Curtis Lot 10658 10658 261.87
100.00A Cook Lot 7280 7280 178.87
Mondello, Eileen & Dominick
6.70A Atherton Lot 36000 59800 95800 2353.81
Moore, Barbara
4.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 30 27700 27700 680.59
Morgan & Sullivan Rev Trust
10.40A Brickyard Brook L 5 42600 125800 168400 4137.59
Morgan Reserve Association
390.00A Common Land & Cabi 40591 20800 2450 63841 1568.57
Moriarity, Cornelius & Elaine
2.50 A Part of Cronk Place 34250 66350 100600 2471 .74
Morin, Ludger & Theresa
6.00A Otis Martin Lot Tract 4 37800 65950 103750 2549.14
Morris, Barbara
3.00A Howard Place 29000 32750 61750 1517.20
Morris, Paul & Sandra
18.40A BollesLotR15B 63750 72350 136100 3343.98
Morse, Elmer
4.80A Mellon Lot 3850 3850 94.59
Morse, Franklin
0.50A Home Place 20000 18450 38450 944.72
Morse, Harry
12.90A Home Place 43550 13700 57250 1406.63
Morton, John C.
5.60A Colony Hill Lot 14 36850 78650 115500 2837.84
Mueller, Donald & Suzanne
29.00A John Bolles Place 4770 41200 115100 161070 3957.49
Mulkern Trust, Sylvia
3.61 A Greenwoods Rd 31400 58750 90150 2214.99
Mullarky, Margarete
4.50A 33450 53350 86800 2132.68
Mullins, Virgil & Johnson, Miriam Ruth
1.00A Campsite & Trailer 20000 2300 22300 547.91
5.1 0A Bullock Rd Lot 8 28250 28250 694.10
Murdock Inc, E
21 .00A Boyce Lot 1740 1740 42.75
76.40A Bowen Lot 7252 7252 178.18
Nagine Heirs, Charles
12.00A Home Place 49600 15250 64850 1593.36
Nearing, Kimberly
3.05A 36500 132500 169000 4152.33
Nettleton, Mark & Hilary
3.70A Part of Bowen Lot 36800 57000 93800 2304.67
Nicholas, Glenn
4.00A Part of Prescott Place 32000 50100 82100 2017.20
Nichols, George & Yvonne
24.00A Randall Lot 59150 59150 1453.32
Noftle, John & Noftle, Ronald & Randall
39.00A Wilkins-Conway Lot 31200 31200 766.58
Noftle, John & Edith
2.1 0A McPherson Lot 1700 1700 41.77
80.
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Norton, Gabrielle Marron
6.30A Brickyard Brook Lot 7 32150 32150 789.93
O'Brien, Mary & Colter, Alice
5.30A 27150 27150 667.08
3.1 0A 23850 23850 585.99
85.70A 6239 6239 153.29
O'Brien, Michael & Pamela
3.03 Lot #6 37400 97550 134950 3315.72
O'Brien, Robert & Laurie
3.06A 35950 125650 161600 3970.51
O'Gorman, John & Sandra
17.50A Bullock-Williams Lot 5 47900 47900 1176.90
O'Neill, Thomas & Marion
6.50A Lang Lot Tract D 30000 6350 36350 893.12
O'Rorke, Hugh & Teresa
3.1 7A Conway Place 30750 86000 116750 2868.55
O'Shea, Terrence
88.0A Boyce Lot 12616 12616 309.98
Olney, Daniel T. & Carolyn M
15.60A Sidney Bowen Place 52200 102000 154200 3788.69
1 .00A Wood House Lot 5000 5000 122.85
Olsen, Stanley
27.00A Pond Lot 2276 2276 55.92
Orcutt, Margaret
1 .20A Newman Lot 6000 6000 147.42
81.00A Home Lot 11612 11612 285.31
131.00A HarknessLot 18780 18780 461 .42
62.30A Part of Harkness PI 8501 29300 55550
'
93351 2293.63
2.20A Harkness Campsite 315 315 7.74
72.00A Ballou Lot 10322 10322 253.61
100.00A H Ballou Lot 14336 14336 352.24
152.00A J Ballou Lot 21791 500 22291 547.69
80.00A L Ballou Lot 11469 11469 281.79
42.00A H Ballou Farm 6021 6021 147.94
7.00A Bowen Lot 5600 5600 137.59
2.50A Camp Lot 2000 2000 49.14
10.00A Converse Lot 4000 4000 98.28
40.00A Martin Lot 3917 3917 96.24
Oxx, Gordon, & Carol
34.60A Home Place 1150 28979 49150 79279 1947.89
Packard, Robert
3.00A Home Place - North 36100 61850 97950 2406.63
27.60A Home Place South Lot 2 42550 42550 1045.45
Page, James
26.00A Howard Lot 15600 15600 383.29
Page, Joanna
57.0A Fairbanks Lot 3320 3320 81.57
Paragon Communications
2.00A 21500 21500 528.26
Parsells, Karen & Frink, Kathy
20.00A Holbrook Lot 1456 1456 35.77
Patch, Gregg
2.28A Daniels Place 31150 39550 70700 1737.10
81.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL <3ROSS TAX
Patch, Kevin & Wharton, Jessica
5.05A 33950 79950 113900 2798.52
Patnode, Maureen
2.10A Part of Packard Lot 27650 40200 67850 1667.07
Patnode, William & Donna
103.00A Carroll Lot 7325 37350 48450 93125 2288.08
1.00A H Ballou Place 27500 39250 66750 1640.05
Patterson, Steven J. & Delisle, Jill M.
6.40A Colony Hill Lot 18 44000 65000 109000 2678.13
Pearsall, Michael & Susan
21 .60A Part of Gorham Place 46250 52300 98550 2421.37
Pearsall, William
5.30A Home Place 43950 65050 109000 2678.13
36.00A Piper Lot 1123 1123 27.59
1 1 .00A Locust Pasture 442 442 10.86
6.70A Part of Herrick Lot 113 113 2.78
72.50A Bennett Farm 4801 4801 117.96
33.00A Naramore Lot 54200 54200 1331.69
Peck, John
4.10A Allen Lot 25700 25700 631.45
Peirce Trustee, Chester D.
50.00A Handy-Ballou Lot 2912 2912 71.55
15.00A Ballou Lot 874 874 21.47
84.00A Green-Buffum Lot 4892 4892 120.20
50.00A White Lot 2912 2912 71.55
200.00A Bassett Hill Lot 11648 11648 286.19
246.00A Seaver.Bolles.Frazer 19499 19499 479.09
308.00A Bowen Lot 17938 17938 440.74
53.00A Harkness Lot 3087 3087 75.85
54.60A Randall Lot R22 3180 3180 78.13
265.40A Frazier Lot 15457 15457 379.78
70.00A Merrifield Lot 4077 4077 100.17
Perry, David & Ernest
150.00A Byron Perry Lot 17203 17203 422.68
Perry, Kenneth
138.00A Goddard-Amidon Lot 55200 55200 1356.26
7.50A Pine Hill Lot 3000 3000 73.71
Perry, Roger & Sandra
20.00A Carter Place 76250 58350 134600 3307.12
Perugini-Lambert, Dina
6.00A Greenswoods Rd 37450 89050 126500 3108.11
Peyton, Robert & Jeanette
2.1 0A Morgan Reserve Lot 7 23000 23000 565.11
Picotte, Roger
41.30A Phillips Lot 5219 29900 104650 139769 3434.12
Pierce, Roderick & Shirley
6.57A 34750 54950 89700 2203.93
Pierson, Ray & Martha
5.10A OT Cass Lot 37600 83000 120600 2963.14
Pinard, Peter & Marge & Pinard, Thomas & Melanie
9.00A Williams Lot 655 655 16.09
7.30A Mullen Lot 531 531 13.05
82.




Plitt, Allen & Victoria
3.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 25
Plonsky, Robert & Blanche
4.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 16
Porte, Michael & Huquette & Porte, Thierry
1 1 .00A Part of Twitchell Lt
Prescott III, Charles & Valerie
1.00A House Lot










0.00A Dist Plant & Trans Lines
24.40A Power Lines
Purrington, Barbara
9.50A Fisher Lot Tract 1
Putnam, Lloyd & Irene
0.50A Cottage & Lot 22








15.00A Burgess Lot 1
15.00A Burgess Lot 2

















59 33160 82200 115419 2835.84
23300 23300 572.48
32300 23950 56250 1382.06












41600 62000 103600 2545.45
10500 6950 17450 428.75
27500 59900 87400 2147.42
1150 1150
25100 25100 616.71
49550 90100 139650 3431.20

























NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Randall, Lillian
2.00A Stinson Home Place E
Randall, John & Margaret
12.60A Frank Bowen Place Sub
174.47 Frank Bowen Place
Randall, Rodney & Dale
23.50A Swan Place - West
26.20A Swan Place - East
Ranolde, Raymond & Adrienne
7.90A Fisher Lot Tract 8
Reichert, Francis
7.1 OA Colony Hill Lot 17
Reinger, Clement
15.00A Prescott Lot
Reynolds, Harry & Kathryn
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 16A
Rice, Frank & Winifred
5.30A Home Place
Richardson, Elmer & Barbara
2.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 1
Richardson, Laurence
6.30A Morgan Reserve Lot 27B
Richardson, Matthew
14.77A Part of Beers Sub
Richardson, Robert
25.60A Leonard Lot Tract 2
Richmond Community Church
1.40A Blais Family Lot
0.35A Church Property
Rinaldi, Dierdre Ann
3.06A Part of Beers Sub
Robbins, Dorothy
1.00A Home Place
Robbins, Leland & Louise
6.20A Fisher Place
Robinson, Allen & Marcia
0.24A
4.25A Part of Sidney Bowen Place
Rodd, Thomas & Eunice
6.50A Part of Carl Johnson Place
Rogers, James & Brenda
12.60A Greenwoods Road
Rogers, Stillman & Barbara
6.00A Part of Lewis Cass Place
Rollefson,Thomas
11.50A St Clair Sub
Romano, Gerald & Catherine
4.70A Old Narramore Place
Rose, William & Jane
4.11A
Rotaan Inc





36400 32050 68450 1681.82
32500 54750 87250 2143.73
4221 103.71
26175 59700 86413 2123.17
634 15.58
44300 194000 238300 5855.03
36650 38900 75550 1856.26
55000 55000 1351.35
24550 24550 603.19
40200 53650 93850 2305.89
31450 70950 102400 2515.97
33950 46100 80050 1966.83




30600 47450 78050 1917.69
32000 29750 61750 1517.20
42050 23450 65500 1609.34
350 350 8.60
33450 32900 66350 1630.22
45650 41950 87600 2152.33
40200 16500 56700 1393.12
37700 67250 104950 2578.62
44250 11200 55450 1362.41
28700 28700 705.16
32200 72450 104650 2571.25
42000 3400 45400 1115.48
84.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Royce, Raymond, & Sherry
6.10A Brickyard Brook L1 39000 55450 94450 2320.64
Rule, John & Linda
4.80A Pt of Cronk Farm 36700 33800 70500 1732.19
Rupprecht, Judith Rizzo
18.00A Lanes Factory Land 58000 58000 1425.06
Ryan, Gloria
10.60A Greenwoods Rd 37650 37650 925.06
85.00A Bliss Lot 9901 9901 243.27
S & M Forest Trust
320.30A Parker Hill Lot 18654 18654 458.33
12.30A Field Lot 716 716 17.59
48.90A Boyce Lot 2848 2848 69.98
86.70A Barrus Lot 5049 5049 124.05
Salett, Stanley
1.60A Morgan Reserve Lot 6 23000 23000 565.11
Sandri Trust, Acilio R
144.00A Snow Lot 8387 8387 206.07
63.50A Jackson Lot 3698 3698 90.86
25.70A Taylor Lot 1497 1497 36.78
38.00A Swan-Nammore Lot 2213 2213 54.37
104.80A Hale Farm 6104 6104 149.98
12.00A Corliss Lot 699 699 17.17
40.00A Bullock Lot 2330 2330 57.25
Sandri, Acilio
218.9A Rand Adams Lot 17700 17700 434.89
Schellenberg, Susan
40.00A Whitcomb Lot 2912 2912 71.55
Schmidt, Alan & Linda
3.10A Otis Martin Lot 2 33850 98850 132700 3260.44
Schmitt, Richard & Ann Marie
10.50A Brickyard Brook Lot 4 40450 40450 993.86
Schofield, Mary
36.30A Atherton Lot Tract 1 1478 48900 93350 143728 3531.40
Seekircher, Walter & Louise
2.80A Morgan Reserve Lot 5 33950 17200 51150 1256.76
Seelen, John & Lisa
5.14A Hood Lot 43250 81100 124350 3055.28
Shaw III, Herbert & Lolita
8.00A Christopherson Place 52000 159900 211900 5206.38
Shaw, Henrietta
9.00A Shipman Lot Tract 1 3600 3600 88.45
100.00A Shipman Lot 7280 7280 178.87
26.00A J Perry Lot 1893 1893 46.51
Sheppard, Stephen
8.90A Schoolhouse Lot 120 120 2.95
37.50A Hooper Place 883 22000 20350 43233 1062.23
Shimkunas, Steven & Slyvia
14.00A Buffum Lot 47000 79900 126900 3117.93
Shinn, Albert
5.10A Sampson Lot 35200 41450 76650 1883.29
85.
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Shore, Frank & Sylvia
4.41A Part of Burgess Place 25650 25650 630.22
3.37A Whipple Hill Rd 26350 26350 647.42
Short, Patrick & Dawn
6.61A 34700 13650 48350 1187.96
Silverman, Terry
3.60A Morgan Reserve Lot 12 23900 23900 587.22
Silvia, Michael & St. Dennis, Michelle
5.48A Cronk Farm Lot 3 36300 77750 114050 2802.21
Simmington, Robert
0.41A Part of Royalston Lot 611 611 15.01
Smalley, Ronald
85.00A Beals Place 74550 30100 104650 2571.25
Smith, Alan & Cecelia
4.00A Reservoir Lot 37350 50750 88100 2164.62
Smith, Lloyd & Mary
3.09A Part of Freeman Place 31650 159900 191550 4706.38
Smythe, Sherry
84.40A Woods Lot 6144 6144 150.96
Snow, Wayne & Sherry
6.86A Greenwoods Rd 39800 33950 73750 1812.04
Spath, David & Nanci
18.80A Walker Lot 2 51400 49850 101250 2487.71
Spinazzola, Egidio A & Nichola F
40.00A Bolles Lot 32000 32000 786.24
44.00A Chapman Lot 45700 45700 1122.85
Squicciarini, Nicholas & Dorothy
5.80A Morgan Reserve Lot 27A 34700 76000 110700 2719.90
St. Benedict Center Inc
12.67A Church Property 44000 523100 567100
Stachowicz, Theodore & Jane
4.74A Whipple Hill Rd 27700 27700 680.59
Starkey, Eugene
86.00A Stone Lot 36800 36800 904.18
State of New Hampshire
1.00A 20000 20000
125.00A Fish Hatchery 164200 164200
55.00A Cass Pond (No Land) 192500 192500
Stauble, Eric & Richard, Andre
50.00A Howard Lot 20000 20000 491.40
Stinson, Arthur & Ruby
4.10A Home Place - West 153 32000 74300 106453 2615.55
Stone, Helen
14.50A Home Place 79500 93700 173200 4255.52
Stone, Robert & Judith
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 23 33000 54750 87750 2156.02
Strelitz, Pamela
4,1 OA Route 32 33450 79750 113200 2781.32
Sullivan. William
19.20A Part of Esther Cass PI 2322 37500 66000 105822 2600.05
55.50A Lyons Lot Tract 1 4040 4040 99.26
94.30A Lyons Lot Tract 2 6865 6865 168.67
90.00A Willis Lot 10483 10483 257.57
86.
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Swanson, Carl & Francine
23.50A Sprague Lot 40500 56900 97400 2393.12
Swanson, Edwin & Linda
3.00A Fissher Lot 34000 28800 62800 1543.00
Swanson, Marcia
112.50A Sprague Place 75600 21700 97300 2390.66
7.30A Sprague Meadow 1450 1450 35.63
Sweeney, Bruce & Bonnie
5.50A Cyr Sub Tract 3 30950 30950 760.44
Sweeney, Norman & Patricia
2.00A Part of Williams Place 29000 33200 62200 1528.25
Sylvester, Armand & Dorothy
3.00A 38500 74550 113050 2777.64
Talbot, Howard & Elizabeth
0.30A Cass Pond Lot 6 Cottage 15500 14400 29900 734.64
Tandy, Norman & Jean
27.80A Kelton Lot 1252 39400 62600 103252 2536.90
Tanner, Darold
15.30A Bullock-Williams Lot 6 48450 48450 1190.42
Taylor, Dana & Mary
9.70A Twitched Land 44750 67150 111900 2749.38
Taylor, Jeffrey
25.40A Bowen & Scott Lots 2370 28100 59900 90370 2220.39
33.70A 1113 1113 27.35
Terabithia Land Co
3.13A Whipple Hill Rd 23200 23200 570.02
Theriault, Betty Ann
12.80A Donqui Farm 786 33500 123400' 157686 3874.35
14.00A Part of Lee Wood Lot 1019 1019 25.04
Theriault, Raymond & Betty Ann
5.00A Handy Lot 717 717 17.62
Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma
43.00A Allen Lot 1456 52364 58450 112270 2758.47
1 .20A Morgan Reserve Lot 20 28500 29450 57950 1423.83
Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma & Thibodeau, Robert & Brunk , Anna
5.40A Morgan Reserve Lot 28 25500 25500 626.54
Thresher, Elmer & Hazel
7.60A Southwick Place 37400 62900 100300 2464.37
Tierney, John & Kathleen
1.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 19 28700 69250 97950 2406.63
Tolman, Bernard & Evelyn
5.00A Meadow Land 1000 1000 24.57
Tonweber, Joseph & Patricia
29.4 Bullock-Williams #1 38500 38500 945.95
Torrey, Shaun & Lisa
9.00A Adams Lot - North 53500 101900 155400 3818.18
Tourigny, Ross & Kathryn
16.06A 44100 45250 89350 2195.33
Towle, Kevin A
61.00A MurdockLot 7105 7105 174.57
87.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Town of Richmond
1 .00A Campsite
5.80A Abuts Ralph Whitney Park






0.1 8A Vets Hall
0.06A Vets Hall Land
40.00A Off Attleboro Mt. Rd
5.30A Aldrich Cemetery
50.00A Town Forest
1 .00A Town Hall
2.00A Middletown Cemetery
0.75A Benson Cemetery
1 .00A Town Forest - Melvin Lot
0.20A Town Beach Lots 12 & 13
0.07A Town Beach Lot 14
0.08A Town Beach Lot 15







1 .00A Barms Cemetery
2.40A Cemetery
0.76A
0.44A Walter Hillock Place
132.40A Cass Lot
Town of Winchester
2.00A Rabbit Hollow Rd
Tree Growers, Inc









54.60A OT Cass Lot
96.60A Harris Lot
33.00A Harris Lot
68.50A Pine Hill Lot
6.00A Parker Hill Lot
60.00A J Barrus Lot
6.00A Amidon Mowing




































































NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Tree Growers, Inc.
1 1 .40A Part of Freeman Lot
True Revocable Trust, Victoria
25.10A Atherton Lot Tract 2
Twerdy, Alexander & Dolores
24.50A Part of Thompson-Howe
Underwood, Kim
0.50A L Lounder Place
United States Government
0.00A Trans Station
Van Brocklin, Hugh & Allison
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 3
Van Brocklin, Robert & Sylvia
47.1 OA Home Place
Van Orden, Harry & Beatrice
4.88A Reidy Place
Van Sipe, Richard & Janet
3.1 OA Morgan Reserve Lot 24
Van Valzah, Robert & Doris
26.00A Mullen Lot
2.00A Harvey Lashure Land
3.58A Home Place
14.70A Hooper Land
18.20A Otis Martin Lt Trc 5
Vaughan, Wesley & Debra
12.05A
Vohr, James & Susan
7.00A Nancy Brown Lot
Wagstaff, James & Rosemary
118.60A Wagstaff Sub
Wahl, John & Debra
14.70A Ingalls Place
Walsh, Colleen
12.10A Brickyard Brook Lt 1
Walton, William & Althea
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 17
Ware, Linda
5.1 OA Coburn Lot 5
Warme, Rune & Marguerite
3.00A Lang Lot Tract F1
Warme, Rune C, & Kathy
3.00A Lang Lot Tract F2
Watt, William & Allison
28.04 Part of Beers Sub
19.54 Part of Beers Sub
5.86A Home Place
WDK Realty Trust
3.00A Pt of Raleigh Lot R23
Webber, C. Richard & Patricia
1.00A Vienna Scott Place
Weber, Fredrich
1 .00A House Lot
699 34500 35199 864.84
37000 4750 41750 1025.80






46950 108750 155700 3825.55
2613 31000 24100 57713 1418.01
35700 39750 75450 1853.81
30650 34850 65500 1609.34
2982 2982 73.27
2900 2900 71.25
30950 53900 84850 2084.76
1686 1686 41.43
2087 2087 51.28
46900 68900 115800 2845.21
25300 25300 621 .62
9943 62550 72493 1781.15
1677 48500 72000 122177 3001.89
932 25500 54800 81232 1995.87
20050 14950 35000 859.95
34350 39300 73650 1809.58
32200 60200 92400 2270.27
30500 51650 82150 2018.43
4020 4020 98.77
2801 3150 5951 146.22
38300 144800 183100 4498.77
349 349 8.57
28500 99900 128400 3154.79
5000 5000 122.85
89.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL i3ROSS TAX
Weekes, Robert & Carol
6.80A Eliza Ballou Homestead 41100 75700 116800 2869.78
14.10A Quaker Lot 51350 166300 217650 5347.66
Weinstein, Emanuel & Ruth
161.10A Barrus Lot 23095 23095 567.44
Wharton III, Robert
12.00A Sweeney Meadow 4570 4570 112.28
3.60A Howard Lot 609 32500 56500 89609 2201.69
Wharton, Richard & Leora
6.40A Greenwoods Rd 38150 15500 53650 1318.18
3.40A Greenwoods Rd 24300 24300 597.05
Wheeler, Donald & Julie
9.70A Southwick Lot 43300 90600 133900 3289.92
Whippie, Richard & Marion
37.80A Willis Land 2201 2201 54.08
Whipple Hill Corp of Pinecrest
42.00A 44600 44600 1095.82
White, Russell & Judith
5.24A Toen Line Lot 442 17000 10500 27942 686.53
15.90A Swan-Whipple Tract 7 1158 1158 28.45
Whitehill Development Corp
2.00A Howard Lot 19700 111650 131350 3227.27
Whitham, Walden & Kathleen
18.80A Pat of Walker Place 51400 63300 114700 2818.18
Whitney, Richard
1 00A Hart Lot 36000 45300 81300 1997.54
Whitney, Richard & Dawn
1 .00A Home Place 33500 52150 85650 2104.42
Whitten, Randy W.
16.00A Scott Lot 1747 11700 6050 19497 479.04
Whittum, Lewis & Kathleen
3.60A Aldrich Lot Tract 3 34900 115800 150700 3702.70
Wilder, Mark
3.60A Bullock Rd Lot 5 36300 65500 101800 2501.23
Wildermuth, Dwight
5.00A Conway Place Tract B 35250 37450 72700 1786.24
Wilkos, Joseph & Frederick
5.20A 34500 146200 180700 4439.80
Willett, Gregory
5.20A Cragin Curtis Tract 4 35350 63600 98950 2431.20
Williams, Theodore & Barbara
3.01A Part of Beers Sub 23000 23000 565.11
Wilson, Penelope
4.20A Cronk Farm Lot 5 32300 136550 168850 4148.64
3.79A Cronk Farm Lot 6 24200 24200 594.59
Wojchiechowski, Gene & Barbara
67.30A 94440 239550 333990 8206.13
Woodward, Norman & Barbara
1 1 .70A Fisher Lot Tract 3 45550 105000 150550 3699.01
Woodward, Norman
10.30A Fisher Lot Tract 2 35550 35550 873.46
90.
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL GROSS TAX
Wyman, George & Margaret
5.10A Ruby Austin Sub 43800 54350 98150 2411.55
46.00A Dickinson Lot 3349 3349 82.28
Yale University
55.00A Taylor Lot 3880 3880 95.33
48.00A Taft Lot 2796 2796 68.70
47.00A Part of Land Lot 2737 2737 67.25
44.00A Stoddard Lot 2563 2563 62.97
Yantiss, Robert & Priscilla
20.00A Sweeney Place 59250 55500 114750 2819.41
YMCA Athol
0.00A Camp Wiyaka 607500 1 1 5600 723100
YMCA Cheshire County
30.00A Calvin Martin Lot 24000 24000
26.50A Camp Takodah Wheeler Land 586900 479750 1066650
20.60A Amidon-Naramore Lots 22650 22650
17.70A Cass Pond Lots 233150 233150
13.00A HerrickLot 12450 12450
3.00A Nelson-Gray Lot 4500 4500
45.40A Mann Lot Tract 1 60000 60000
22.10A Mann Lot Tract 2 17700 17700
10.90A Mann Lot Tract 3 8700 8700
11.80A Mann Lot Tract 4 11450 11450
17.10A Mann Lot 32500 32500
1.20A Amidon Land 1800 1800
9.20A Rogers Land 103150 103150
75.50A Allen Lot 64950 64950
17.70A Pickering Lot 96500 96500
6.90A Carol Smith Land 5520 5520
9.00A Sherrick Lot 7200 7200
0.1 2A Cass Pond Lots #7 & #8 17250 17250
0.07A Cass Pond Lot #1
1
11250 11250
0.1 9A Cass Pond Lots #1 7 & #1
8
22500 22500
0.1 2A Cass Pond Lot #19 11250 11250
0.30A Cass Pond Lots #20 & #21 22500 22500
56.70A Coburn Lot 7 45350 45350
40.00A Mann Lot 32000 32000
Yost, Mary
14.00A Boyce-Swan Lot 2 1631 1631 40.07
Zacharer, Joseph
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 6 45800 137650 183450 4507.37
Zitta, Gary
1 .70A Davis Place 27050 58950 86000 2113.02
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